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Volume 23; Number 25 University of Central Florida/Orlando 
UCF sophOmore dies, 
.. possible:· DUI accident 
by Chris Marlin 
C~NTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
· A UCF sophomore was 
killed ·in an automobile acci-
dent Oct. 21 at the· Brevard 
and Orange county line·· on 
State Road 520. 
from police custody 45 minutes 
before the accident, after being 
charged with driving under 
the influence. 
station, where officials told 
Tallent he would be taken to 
the Brevard County Detention 
Center in Sharpes. . 
Ac·cording to Melbourne Tallent convinced Burkett 
that he could not afford bail 
and still pay for llis children's 
day care. 
Christopher Mueller, 19, 
977 King Post Road, Rock-
ledge, was traveling east on SR 
520 when his car crashed into 
another at 5:45 a.m. Mueller 
majored in electronics. ~ 
Keith Tallent, 29, 100 Pal-
ermo Ave., Orlando, was driv-
ing the other car. Tallent also 
died on the scene. 
After receiving assurances 
that the two wohld not drive 
until the ·effects of the alcohol 
wore off and that Tallent' 
would make his court appear-
ance, Burkett confiscated 
Tallent's license and issued 
him a seven-day temporary 
license (by virtue of a Florida . · 
law instituted Oct. 1). 
·-. Timothy Lee ·Wetherbee, 
28, 8326 Cristobal Circle, 
Orlando, was rn 
Tallent's truck. 
Chris Mueller 
-Then, Burkett droveTallent 
and Wetherbee to the beach. 
At apout 5 a.m., Burkett 
dropped the two men off at the 
Avenue A beach access, . es-
corted them to the beach and 
told them not to get in or go 
near the the truck. 
Until late. last week, Weth-
erbee was listed in serious 
condition at Orlando Regional 
Medical Center. His condition 
was fair at press time. 
Beach Police records, Sgt. 
Derrick Burkett arrested Tal-
lent at 3:15 a.m. for DUI and a 
registered blood alcohol level 
of 0.18. The legal limit is 0.10. 
ROYAL HOMECOMING 
Jill Gentry, 1990 Homecoming Queen, gets a hug from a runner-
up.after being crowned Saturday. Burt Fowles was named King. 
Tallent ·had been released 
Wetherbee accompanied 
the officer and Tallent to the. see DUI page 5 
SG -gives money for vehicle,. charity .concert _ 
Student ~overnment helps Society of Automotive Engineers purchase racing vehicle for itS annual competition 
by Tom Kopacz 
STAFF REPORTEB 
Students at the second student forum voted unani-
mously Thursday to fund a charity concert and a 
vehicle for an annual engineering competition. . 
The students at the forum, . set up by Student 
Government to temporanly replace the student sen-
ate, approved allocating $2,163 to the Society of 
Automotive Engineers to help it compete in the 
annual SAE mini-Baja racing competition. 
Ben Faust, SAE president, said the club will 
compete in two national competitions in 1991. . 
The Western competition will be held in April in 
Odessa, Texas, and the Eastern competition will be in 
Montreal one month later. 
Faust said competing in Texas will cost $3,921. He 
said SAE will -use the vehicle it already has for the 
western competition, saving $3,424. · 
Faust said the racing vehicle for the Montreal com- -
petition will be an all=-new vehicle made of composite 
materials. · 
Composite materials are a'lso used in Indy cars. 
He said the new vehicle will cost $5,167, and that 
only $1,14 7 can be saved by using existing materials. 
"Over half of this cost [$2,163] is for suspension 
components, which we need right now for our Eastern 
[competition] vehicle," Faust said . . · 
Faust_ said the ~verage mini-Baja vehicle costs 
$5,ooo to $6,000. 
Faust said the UCF chapter of SAE is moving 
toward SAE's national mini-Indy co~petition, which 
can cost more than $16,000. 
UCF has hosted the national mini-Baja competi-
tion three times, and has won three national champi-
onships. · _' 
·Teams from UCF have competed in the mini-Baja 
competition for the past 12 years. · 
'The students at the forum also agreed to allocate 
$1,400 to four organizations to pay for a concert to 
benefit rain forest preservation efforts. 
Sam Rao, Environmental Society president, said 
his organization, Campus Action for Animals, the . 
Hispanic-American Student Association and In-
terhall Council are sponsoring the Nov. 20 concert. 
Rao said 12 local bands will play at the concert, 
see FORUM page 4 
2 bins will recyCle cardboard, aluminum, newSpapers 
CFF File Photo 
Recycling dumpsters were placed between the Commons and the Central Florida 
Future business off ic.e the first week in November. 
by Andrea R. Muth Any profit received from this effort 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE will be placed in a special account for 
futur·e recycling. 
Two recycling bins have been placed Howev.er, J.C. Hicks, assistant di-
on campus and will be operational rector of campus services, said not 
starting Nnv. 15. much of a profit i~ expected'. 
The bins are located near The Cen- "Our ultimate goal is total recycling 
tral Florida Future. by one waste company," Hicks said. 
One bin is used to hold cardboard. Quick explained how the recyclables 
The other has been split so it can be will be picked up. She said there is a 
used to collect both aluminum cans and $125 pull charge· for the bin used to 
newspapers. collect cardboard, and no pull charge 
The latter bin was specially de- for the other bin. 
signed for UCF-it is white with black · This effort by UCF to recycle ·is in 
and gold trim. _ compliance with the Florida Sc,>lid 
Pat Brem son, a supervisor at the Waste Act ofl 988. The statute requires 
Physical :plant, helped obtain the con- all state agencies, mrinicipalities and 
tract between Orlando Waste Paper counties to devise a program engi-
and UCF. neered to reduce total waste 33 percent 
· Michelle Quick, office manager for by 1994. 
Orlando Waste Paper, said UCF will ' This is not UCFs first ~ffort to com-
get $1 per 100 pounds of recycled card- ply ~th this statute. Since June 1, 
board, 75 cents per 100 pounds of 1989, UCF has been recycling com-
newspaper and 3 cents per pound of puter paper, . typing paper· and card-
aluminum cans. board boxes. 
2 The Central Florida Future November 13, 1990 
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA 
DRUG-FREE WORKPLACE/DRUG-FREE SCHOOLS 
POLICY STATEMENT 
Recently, legislation was passed by the federal goveernment as part of the war on drugs program. This legislation is intended to articulate to students 
and employees of any institution receiving federal funds (contracts, grants, student financial aid, etc.) the health risks which exist for those who abuse 
alcohol or drugs. In addition, sanctions for those who violate.university standards must be in place and consistently enforced. 
In accordance with the legislation, UCF has adopted the following policy statement. Please feel free to contact the Division of Student Affairs (stu-
dents) or Personnel Services (employees) if you have questions regarding the policy. 
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA 
_!)RUG-FREE WORKPLACE/DRUG-FREE SCHOOLS 
POLICY STATEMENT 
~tandards of cond9ct and disciplinary sanct ions to be 
imposed for the unlawful possession. use or di'stribution 
of illicit drugs and alcohol by UCF students and 
employees on UCF property or as part of any of its 
activities. 
The unlawful manufacture, distribution, dispensation, possession or 
use of a controlled substance or the unlawful possession and use o·f 
alcohol is wrong, harmful, and prohibited in and on UCF owned and 
controlled property or as part of any of its activities. Any UCF 
employee or student determined to have violated this policy shall 
be subject to disciplinary action for misconduct, which action may 
include termination/expulsion and referral for prosecution. No 
employee/student is to report to work/class or any university 
activity while under the influence of illegal drugs or alcohol. 
Violation of these policies by an employee/student will be reason 
for evalu.ation/treatment for drug/alcoho'l use disorder and/or for 
disciplinary action up to and including termination/expulsion, 
and/or referral for prosecution · consistent with local, state, and 
federal law. 
State law prohibits the consumption and/or possession of alcoholic 
beverag7s by persons younger than 21 years of age. The sal~ of 
alcoholic beverages to persons younger than 21 years of age is also 
prohibited. The University's policy on alcoholic beverages on -
univ~rsity premises, is excerpted below: 
Possession and consumption of beer and wine on University premises 
shall comply with state and federal laws, licensing agreement with 
on-campus dis tr ibutore and the following University regulations. 
(a) Beer and wine may be purchased from the licensee only and 
consumed at those lo,cations covered by the u"niversity 
licensing agreements. · 
(b) 
(c) 
Approval may be given for the serving of beer and wine at 
organized and properly scheduled programs and other areas of 
the campus when said programs will not interfere with 
scheduled academic activities or the normal operations of the 
University. 
Prior approvals for student . groups must be obtained from the 
Dean of Students. 
(d) Prior approvals for all other organizat lone must be obtained 
fi:om the University Business Manager. 
(e) Consumption of alc~lrolic beverages is prohibited in hallways, 
and other common areas within the residence halls. 
. (f) C:ivic and non-profit organizations must obtain approval to 
secure a beer and wine license· from the University 11usiness 
Manager prior to making application for the license. With 
approval, the license is then obtained by the organi,.ation 
from the Alcoholic Beverages & Tobacco Division of the 
Department of Business Regulations. 6C7-5 .12 FAC 
In order to comply with the Federal Drug-Free Workplace Act, the 
U11iversity of Central Florida requires that an employee employed on a 
grant or contract notify the University Office of Personnel Services of 
nny criminal drug statute conviction for ~ violation occurring in the 
workplace no later than five (5) days after such conviction. 'l'he 
University will notify the Federal contracting agency within ten (10) 
dnys of having received notice that an employee engaged in the 
performance of such a contract or grant has had a criminal drug statute 
conviction for a violation occurring in the workplace. The University 
will discipline any employee who is so convicted and/or require the 
employee's satisfactory participation in a drug abuse assistance or 
rehabilitation program. 
In order to comply with the Federal Drug-Free Schools and Campuses Act. 
the following descriptions are listed: 
Jiealth Rieks Associated With the Use of Illicit Drugs and the Abuse of Alcohol 
Drugs cause physical · and emotional dependence. Users may develop a 
craving for specific drugs, and their bodies may respond to the presence 
of drugs in ways that lead to increased drug use . 
Regular users of drugs develop tolerance, a need to take larger doses to 
get the same initial effect. They may respond by combining drugs, 
frequently with deva!'tating results. Certain drugs, such as opiates, 
barbiturates, alcohol, and nicotine, create physical dependence. With 
prolonged use, these drugs become part of the body chemistry. When a 
regular user stops taking the drug, the body experiences the physiological 
trauma known as withdrawal. The withdrawa-1 trauma includes (depending on 
the type of the drug): loss of appetite, irritability, tremors, panic, 
cramps, nausea, chills, sweating, anxiety, insomnia, delirium, 
convulsions, depression and disorientation among other discomforts. 
Psychological dependence occurs when taking drugs becomes the center of 
the user's life. Psychological dependence on drugs can destroy ties to 
family and friends, as well as cause the user to abandon outside 
interests, values, and goals. The user goes from taking drugs to feel 
good, to taking them to keep from feeling bad. Over time, drug use itself 
heightens the bad feelings and can leave the user suicidal. Drugs can 
rem.ain in the body long after use has stopped. The extent to which a drug 
' is retained in the body depends on the drug's chemical composition. Such 
_accumulations of drugs and their slow release over time may have effects 
on the mind and body weeks or even months after drug use has stopped. 
Drugs can interfere with memory, sensation, and perception. They distort 
·experiences and cause a lose of self-control that can lead users to harm 
themselves and others. Drugs interfere with the brain• e ability to take 
in, sort, and synthesi2:e information. As a result, sensory information 
runs together, providing new sensations while blocking normal ability to 
understand the information received . Drugs can have an insidious effect 
on perception; for example, cocaine and amphetamines often give users a 
false sense of functioning at their best while on the drug. Research 
shows . that drugs erode self discipline and motivation necessary for 
learning that causes decline in academic and work performance as well. 
The marijuana produced today is from 5 to 20 times stronger than that 
available as recently as 10 years ago. Its regular use has been 
associated with an •amotivational syndrome,• characterized by apathy and 
loss of goals. Research has shown that severe psychological damage, 
including paranoia and psychosis, can occur when marijuana contains 2 
percent THC, its major psychoactive ingredient. Since the early 1980s, 
most marijuana has contained from 4 to 6 percent THC--two or three times 
the amount ca.pable of causing serious damage. 
Alcohol consumption causes a number of marked changes in behavior. Even 
low doses significantly impair the judgment and coordination required t:o 
drive a car safely, increasing the likelihood that the driver will be 
involved in an, accident. Low to moderate doses of alcohol also increase 
the incidence of a variety of aggressive acts, including spouse and child 
abuse. Moderate to high doses of alcohol cause marked impairments in 
higher mental functions, severely altering a person's ability to learn and 
remember information. Very high doses cause respiratory depression and 
death. If combined with other depressants of the central nervous system, 
much lower doses of alcohol will produce the effects just described. 
Repeated use of alcohol can lead to dependence. Sudden cessation of 
alcohol intake is likely to produce withdrawal syl]lptoms, including severe 
anxiety, tremors, hallucinations,and convulsions. Alcohol withdrawal can 
be li·fe-threatening. Long-term consumption .of large quantities of 
alcohol, particularly when combined with poor nutrition, can also lead to 
permanent damage to vital organs such as the brain and the liver. 
Far more addictive than heroin, barbiturates or other illicit drugs is 
crack, a cheap but potent form of cocaine. It· is extremely addictive; 
repeated use can lead to addiction within a few days. crack leads to 
crime and severe psychological disorders·. Many users once addicted, have 
turned to stea"ling, prostitution, and drug dealing in order to support 
their habit. Continued use can produce violent behavior and psychotic 
states similar to schizophrenia. Crack/cocaine as well as many other 
illicit drugs (i.e., narcotics , depressants, stimulants and hallucinqpensl 
produce a wiae gamut of withdrawal syndromes. These drugs can also cause 
sudden death from cardiac arrest or respiratory failure. 
Sources of Text: What Works: Schools Without Drugs, United States 
Department of Education, 1989 revised edition. 
Drug/Alcohol Counseling. Treatment or Rehabilitation and/or Re-entry Programs 
Available to UCF Students and Employees 
A broad range of student services provided through UCF's Division of 
Student Affairs is available to assist students with non-academic problems 
that negatively affect their performances. Among them are the Student 
Assistance Educ at ion Program and the campus Alcohol and Dr~ .,. Awareness 
Center which are free of charge to ail students. Each of these iH a part 
of the wellness program coordinated through UCF' s Student Heal th Cent'er 
and is designed to help students target problems and find solutions. The 
Student Asaistance Education Program provides workshops to assist students 
in deciding if alcohol or drug usage is becoming a personal problem. 
In addition to career counseling, UCF ' s Counseling and Testing Cente1· 
provides personal counseling to students who express a need for assistance 
due to Drug/Alcohol dependency or other personal problems that may result 
in drug or alcohol abuse. Services include one-on-one therapy and/or 
referral to other appropriate professional in"ltitutions. These services 
at the Center are provided at no charge to currently enrolled students as 
well as students who are returning to UCF from rehabilitation or re-entry 
programs. 
UCF has implemented an Employee Assistance Program (EAP) to become 
effective October 1, 1990 to provide services to its approximately 1900 
regular personnel employed in its Orlando, Daytona Beach, cape Canaveral 
and Cocoa Campuses. EAP services will be available at no charge to UCF 
employees (except OPS personnel [which include adjunct faculty, graduate 
and student assistants)) and immediate family who live in their household 
. as def'ined by the State Employee's Group Insurance Program. 
UCF's EAP is an employee benefit designed to provide initial confidential 
assessment, counseling and referral services to employees whose personal 
problems are adversely affecting their job performance and overall well 
being. The program is designed to identify problems and assist employees 
(with the support of their affected dependents) by providing professiona l 
assistance while the problems are still in the early stages . EAP services 
offered or referred include and address a broad range of ;issues tha t 
trouble employees and/or dependents (e.g., .job burnout, personal emotional 
or psychological problems, parental problems, divorce, stress, 
bereavement/depression due to the death of a loved one or other traumatic 
experiences, etc.) and that may result in the illegal use of drugs and/or 
alcohol abuse. Specifically, the EAP is designed to: 
Refer troubled employees/dependents. 
Motivate employees/dependents to seek and accept assistance. 
Assess troubled employee/dependents• problems and personal 
resources. 
Recommend plan of action. 
Provide initial counseling, and/or referral to such individuals. 
Applicable legal sanctions under ' federal. state and local law 
for the unlawful possession or distribution of illicit drugs 
and alcohol 
In the U.S. Department of Justice, Drug Enforcement and Administration 
1989 edition of Drugs of Abuse the following statement. is provided 
regarding applicable legal sanctions under federal law for the unlawful 
possession or distribution of illicit drugs: 
•The foundation of the federal fight against drugs is Title II of the 
Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act of 1970, commonly 
known as the Controlled Substance Aot (CSA). The basic provisions of that 
law were strengthened by the Congress in 1984 and again with the Anti-Drug 
Abuse Act of 1986. 
The' CSA provides penalties for · unlawful manufacturing, distribution, and 
dispensing of controlled substances. The penalties are basically 
determined by the schedule of the drug or other substance, and sometimes 
are specified by drug name, as in the case of marijuana. As the statute 
has been amended since its initial passage in 197P, the penalties have 
been altered by Congress.• The following chart, extracted from the 1989 
edition of Drugs Qf Abuse is an overview of the penalties for trafficking 
or unlawful distribution of controlled substances. This is not i nclusive 
of the penalties provided under the CSA or of other penalties sanctioned 
under Florida state and local laws: 
Drug i Ou11n1lly i , . _ _ _ Flm_~~···- . _ ·- --· ·--_J ·- .. . ____ !_~~-01!!!1 • .SL ~P • n-•• 
i No! tr10te rl\Jln 10 ye:a'• lNot more ~n 30 yurs 
I 
IV ! 
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l\ny - , ~~1=t9m~:J~~:.oo: ~~-=.·~-~-~ ~~~~- - j i~~;~-~~~: =,...~~~~~ ~:~-~~ ! 
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Federal Trafficking Penalties - Marijuana /ts ol Uovn1nbolr llJ 1988 
Quantity Oucrlpllon 
. . -· --- - -- ·--- - -- . . - - - . --. .. ·- --· '-
Flut Olf~H ~ .. Sn:ond OllenH ; I 
~;0~~.~~ 0, Marijuana 
1,000 or more ; ~~:~;:~~"~~~~~~( 
plan1s 
I Nol less than 1 O years, nol morn lhan life. Not IE!ss than 20 years. not mor& than life. 
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I Fine not more than $4 million indivtdua1. $20 million other than individual. 
1 $10 million olher lhan individual. • 
100 kg · N~i iesslh~;-S~ars, ~01-;;;ih;n-40- N~LJe;;tha~ 10 yc;rs. no1 more lhM rite . 
Marijuana lo 1.000 kg: 
or 100-999 
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'. tr dea!h or serious injury, t'IOl less lhan 20 Fine not more than id m1lhon indivktual, 
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··-i -
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'.Ok~ _ _ _ 
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Hashish Oil 
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Hashish 
Hashish Oil 
Not mote than 5 years. 
Fina no! more lhan $2SO,OOO. 
S 1 miffoon olhar 1han individual. l Not more th;,n 10 years Fina $500,CX>O indivjdual. $2 m1 01on olhar than individu~I 
Florida's laws (directed to discourage persons from driving under the 
influence of drugs or a1.cohol) have severe penalties including mandatory 
minimum incarceration sentences . Other sanctions include: 
suspension or revocation of driver's license 
Suspension of vehicle registration and return of license 
plates, i,1 the case of a 
multiple of fender . 
Mandatory blood testing to determine alcohol or drug 
levels 
Ban on open a' lcoholic beverage containers in vehicles 
operating o_n public highways . 
Biennial review• by UCF of its Drug-Free Workplace/Drug-Free School 
Policy Compliance. 
The division of student Affairs and University Personnel Services will 
review, on a biennial basis, the effectiveness of the programs stated 
in i ts Drug-Free Workplace/Drug-Free Schools Policy Statement and will 
implement changes to the programs if they are needed in accordance with 
the Drug -Free Schools and Communities Act amendments of 1989 (Public law 
101-226). This review will also be conducted to ensure that the 
disciplinary sanctions stated in the UCF Policy Statement are 
- ~-=-~--t •y ~nr -~~ed. 
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Student saves life 
• I 
at Peabody Hotel 
Nursing student uses CPR on groom's dad 
by Mary Watkins 
STAFF REPORTER 
A UCF nursing student 
saved the life of a heart attack 
victim at the Peabody Hotel 
Nov. 3 . 
At a wedding reception at 
the International Drive hotel, 
UCF junior Jennifer Cooper 
gave cardiopulmonary resus-
citation to the groom's father, 
Edwin Hailperin, after he suf-
fered a heart attack. Cooper 
sustained chest compressions 
until paramedics arrived. 
"She really put her knowl-
edge to work,"· Nursing De-
partment chair Dr. Jean Kijek 
said. 
"I think it is an outstanding 
performance, especially for a 
new student," Kijek said. 
Cooper attended the wed-
_ding with her boyfriend. She 
said she saw Hailperin sit 
down after dancing, then 
clutch his heart and collapse. _ 
Cooper said she then pushed 
her way through the crowd. 
"I don't really remember 
how I got over there," Cooper 
said. "I told everyone I was a 
nurse, even though that isn't 
exactly true." 
"He was dead. He was white 
with no pulse," Cooper added. 
"I did not have time to think." 
Cooper said another 
woman gave Hailperin mouth-
to-mouth resuscitation while 
Cooper made continuous chest 
compressions. 
_Cooper said Hailperin did 
not regain his pulse until para-
medics administered defibril-
lation, or electric shock, to his 
heart by using paddles. 
Hailperin is recovering in 
San Lake Hospital. He said he 
is feeling great. 
"I hope to go home in a 
couple of days," Hailperin said. 
Cooper said everyone needs 
to learn CPR. 
"Out ·of 150 people at the 
wedding, I was the only one 
who knew CPR," Cooper said. 
International stUdents 
-·able · to g~t taste of 
American celebration 
. by Joelle Su~ourne 
NEWS EDITOR . 
UCFs coordinator of inter- . 
national student -programs 
wants international students 
to experien~e an American . 
holiday . 
Joanna McCully has ar-
ranged for area families to host 
UCF international students 
for Thanksgiving dinner. 
dent join it for Thanksgiving 
dinner. 
In the past, ' people have 
called the International Stu-
dent Services office, wishing to 
invite international students 
into .their homes for a holiday 
or another occasion. 
"Now we're trying to do it on 
a larger scale;" said Doug 
Mpwry, director of Interna-
tional Student Services . 
Mowry said part of 
The Central Florida Future November 13, 1990 3 
-LUCK, WHERE ARE YOU? 
UCF students gamble in the Casino/Speakeasy night as part of 1990 Homecoming festivities. The 
Casino/Speakeasy was held Wednesday night of Homecoming week in the Wild Pizza. 
Altman's statf approves guidelines 
to protect. land d~ring c.OnstrUction 
by Sheila Howard 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
UCF President Steven Altman's advisory 
staff approved guidelines Nov. 6 to protect 
natural reserve areas on campus . 
The University Environmental Quality 
Committee proposed the list of guidelines .to 
direct future construction projects on the UCF 
campus. -
The committee recommended an emphasis 
on compactness, ''building up instead of out, 
where possible and appropriate," as stated in 
the Environmental Values Governing Campus 
Development. · 
These guidelines also suggest notifying stu-
dents and faculty of any construction or _clear-
ing projects at least two months.in advance. 
In addition, the committee suggested build-
ing closer to the center of campus 011 areas that 
are already developed, rather than plowing. 
down trees and other green areas to begin new 
projects. 
· ''These [guidelines] are suggestions, not . 
rules," said Dr. Elliot Vittes, chairman of the 
committee. "They are meant to guide, not gov-
ern, future campus development," he added. · 
The campus master plan identifies the areas 
that must be retained. 
"Of course, the Arboretum will.remain un-
touched/' Vittes said. · 
The-master plan also identifies a block of 
wetlands on the Northwest section of campus as 
untouchable, according to Vittes. 
More than 60 families have 
volunteered to welcome a stu-
dent to their homes for the 
holiday, meaning 120 to 150 
students could take part. But 
there is a problem-so far, she 
has only eight interested stu-
dents. 
McCully's job is to raise the •BROWN BAG IT 
social and cultural aspects of Nov. 15 is the date of the 
international stude~ts' st_ays. -next Brown Bag Lecture. r:fhe 
They both hope this hohday . topic of the lecture is: The 
program can achieve that goal. Growth and Development of 
having a food drive for the 
needy and is asking UCF stu-
dents, faculty and staff to 
remember those who are less 
fortunate this Thanksgiving. 
Beautiful. Those interested 
should attend a meeting at 
8:1'5 a.m. Nov. 14 at the Junior 
Achievement Building, 2121 
Camden Road, Orlando. 
_Also, McCully and .Mow~ the Florida Economy. 
said they hope the relat10nsh1p Dr. Ed Day, an economics 
"Here's a way to get to know 
people, have a wonderful din-
ner, learn about a unique 
American holiday and not be 
alone," McCully said. 
. between students and host professor will give the lecture. 
_families can extend beyond The lect~re starts at 12:05 
Thanksgivi~g. p.m. in the President's Dining 
They sru.d they hope the Room and runs for 50 minutes. 
s.tuden~ and family can spend Bring a lunch or purchase one 
more bme together and the and bring it to the lecture. McCully is trying to match 
up families with students from 
nations the families have been 
to, or are interested in. For 
instance, a family that has 
traveled to Germany may 
want to "tiave a German stu-
family can show the interna-
tional student more about 
America. 
"We would hope this would 
materialize into a long-lasting 
. relationship," Mowry said. 
YOUR .BEST DEFENSE 
AGAINST THE ALCOHOL OR 
DRUG IMPAIRED D.RIVER~ •• 
On weekends between 7 :00 pm and 3:00 am, 
in some parts of the country, 10 percent 
of all drivers are legally impaired or drunk. 
Your Safety Belt is your best defense against 
the alcohol or drug impaired driver. 
BUCKLE UP! 
This message is sponsored by the Aorida Coalition for Auto Safety Now, Inc., the State University 
System of Florida, the Aorida Community CoUege System , the Campus Alcohol and Drug 
Prevention Project, and BACOlUS chapters In Aorida 
• MIDDLE EAST TALK 
The United States, the 
Middle East and Israel: Eth-
ics, Oil and Power in the 
Middle East Crisis is the topic 
of the next Judaic· Studies 
Distinguished Lecture Series. 
Professor Gabriel Sheffer, 
director of The Leonard Davis 
Institute for International 
Relations at the Hebrew Uni-
versity in Jerusalem will 
speak on this topic at 8:30 p.m. 
Nov. 14 in the Health and 
Physics auditorium. 
Sheffer is a well-known Is-
raeli political science scholar, 
lecturer, editor and writer. He 
also serves as editor of The 
Jerusalem Journal ofiriterna-
tional Relations. 
The lecture is free and open 
to the public. For further infor-
mation, call Dr. Moshe Pelli at 
ext. 5039 or ext. 2251. 
• FOOD DRIVES 
The Society for the Ad~­
~ vancement of Management is 
Bring donated items to des-
ignated locations in CEBA II, 
the Administration Building 
and other ·campus locations 
through Nov. 19. . 
The UCF bookstore is hav-
ing a canned food drive in coop-
eration with the Salvation 
Army. The cans may be depos-
ited in a box in the bookstore 
lobby until Nov. 16. 
• SINGERS IN CONCERT 
Three UCF musi'cal groups 
will be in concert Nov. 16 at St. 
Lutheran· Church in Winter 
Park. 
The University Chorus and 
Madrigal Singers, along with 
the Brass Ensemble, will per-
form at the free 8 p.m. concert. 
The groups are under the 
direction of Dr. David Brun-
ner. The program will consist 
of John Rutter's "Gloria," .a 
work for brass, percussion and 
organ; shorter pieces by 
Berger, Zimmerman, Jen-
niJ.1gs, Nelson and Thompson; 
English madrigals; and early 
Italian· brass music. 
The church is located at 
1600 S. Orlando Ave. (High-
way 17-92) in Winter Park. 
• PAINT ORLANDO 
Volunteers are needed for 
this year's Paint Orlando 
Last year, the first year of 
the program, 30 homes belong-
ing to low-income elderly were 
painted by 750 volunteers. 
. This year's goal is to paint 
50 homes in Orange, Osceola 
and Seminole counties. Thejob 
is set for March 9, but volun-
teers are needed now. For in-
formation, call the Volunteer 
Center at 896-0945. 
•BE MYSTIFIED 
Nationally known campus 
entertainer Craig Karges will 
bring his "Magic of the Mind" 
show, a display of illusion and 
psychic happenings with audi-
ence participation, to UCF 
Tuesday night. 
The show will be at 9 p.m. in 
the Student Center Audito-
rium, and admission is free 
with a valid UCF ID. 
• CHILDREN'S NEEDS 
· The League of Women Vot-
ers ofSeminole County is hold-
ing a discussion at 9:30 a.m. 
Nov. 14. The topic is: Meeting 
the Needs of Children 
Through Alternatives in Edu-
cation. The discussion will be 
at the South Seminole Com-
munity Hospital, Physician's 
Plaza, Suite 103, Longwood. 
Call 339-9266 for additional 
information. 
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Denoy DeBoer/CENTRAL FLOHllJA 1-U I UHi: 
CONTEMPLATION 
Alex Kinnan, a junior communications major, looks at student art on display in the Library. The 
exhibit will run until the end of November. 
FORUM 
FROM PAGE -1 · 
which will be both on the 
Green and iri the Wild Pizza. 
Some of the bands sched-
uled to appear are Rain Gal-
lery, the Houseshakers, the 
Spin Men, Heart Attack Diner, 
Fifth Column, Talion and Love 
Gods in Leisure Suits. 
"Already a lot of our mem-
bers are involved in this proj-
. ect," Rao said. 
Rao said $7 00 would be used 
to pay th~ bands and $400 
would go to sound production. 
The remaining $300 would pay 
for advance publicity for the 
concert. 
As with the first student 
forum, most of the students 
attending the forum were 
members or supporters of the 
affected organizations. 
According to an unofficial 
count of students at the forum, 
24 students supported the 
Environmental Society, 12 
supported SAE and two sup-
ported CAA. 
Eight members of the 
American Inst~tl;ite of Aero-
nautics and Astronautics at-
tended the forum to support 
SAE. Three members of SG 
were in the audience, and one 
student declared no affiliation . 
"· "- I~ $ ~ Exp 0 s E y 0 u R s ELF ! - . 
• ~ ~ ; I 
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3440 Goldenrod Rd. - Winter Park, FL 32792 -(407) 671-5585 
EARN A DEGREE WHILE 
EARNING A LIVING 
IF YOU HA VE COMPLEATED 60 SEMESTER HOURS OR 135 QUARTER 
HOURS, AND HA VE EVERYTHING IT TAKES TO COMPLETE COLLEGE, 
EXCEPT THE CASH, HERE'S GOOD NEWS. AS A NURSING STUDENT OR 
A NON-DEGREE REGISTERED NURSE, YOU COULD BE EARNING A 
SALARY WHILE YOU COMPLETE YOUR BACHELOR'S DEGREE IN 
NURSING. UPON GRADUATION AND CDMPLETION OR REQUIREMENTS, 
YOU'LL ATAIN PRESTIGE AS A NA VY NURSE CORPS OFFICER AND 
BECOME A VALUBLE MEMBER OF T'".dE NAVY HEALTH CARE TEAM. TO 
FIND OUT IF you QUALIFY, CALL 1-800-342-8123, M-F, 9-4 NA VY MEDI-
CAL PROGRAMS TODAY!!! 
;· .. J ,. .... ' _ .. ., .......... , / .... .... : ·:v \ , / :::.,. ...... "-' ........ ::> .. 
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time. 
· DUI Melbourne Beach Police 
Chief Steven Walters told the 
Florida Today newspaper that 
Burkett also said he would Burkett " ... may have been le-
check up on them periodically. gally correct, [but] he deviated 
both drivers, to be acquired .,.,.,.,.,.,., .. ,.,.,.,«,.,.,.,.,.,.,., 
during an autopsy, according fa:1:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~=4I 
FROM PAGE 1 
When Burkett returned from department policy, which 
half an hour later, Tallent, requires a person arrested for 
Wetherbee and the truck, DUI to post bond or be released 
which had been parked a half to a responsible sober person." 
mile away, were gone. The Florida Highway Patrol 
People charged with DUI in has not yet determined ·the 
Florida may be released by official cause of the accident. 
posting bond or making a The results of the investiga-
promise to appear in court. tion are pending. 
They are not required to be The results will be based on 
to the records office of the 
Orange County FHP. 
Meanwhile, the Melbourne 
Beach Police Department is 
conducting an internal ;.nves-
tigation to determine what 
action, if any, should be taken 
against Burkett. 
Walters' office, as of press 
time, had no additional infor-
mation about the case, and will 
not come to a conclusion until 
all reports are completed, ac-
cording to a representative of 
that office. held for a specific amount of - the blood alcohol content of 
Andy Bogeajis, a friend of s•:•:•:•:•:,:,:,,.,.,_,,. ~~~~ 
Mueller, said Mueller made 
the trip from Melbourne, 
Nhere he worked as a doorman 
for Cricket's, several times 
with no problem. 
r,------------~~-----~ HP 17BU and HP 48SX . I 
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"In my opinion, there is no 
way it could have been Chris 
[Mueller], just no way," Bo-
geajis said. 
Chris Mueller was a mem-
ber of the Lambda Chi Alpha 
fraternity and was involved in 
a number of community serv-
ice activities. 
A family member wr.ote the 
following in memory of Chris 
Mueller: "Chris was a gentle, 
loving person who enjoyed life 
and loved being with his fam-
ily and friends. . 
"He never missed an oppor-
tunity to give a hug, a kiss. or a 
kind word. Many found in 
Chris a compassion that al-
lowed them to turn to him in 
need." 
Some research information 
used in this artU:le was ob-
tained from the Oct. 23 and 24 
issues of the Florida Today 
newspaper. 
THE STUDENT CENTER AUDITORIUM @ 9pm 
CRAIG· KARGES 
AMAZING ILLUSIONIST/CAMPUS ENTERTAINER OF THE YEAR! 
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Comin~ Attractions: 
HOT TOPICS SERIES PRESENTS A DEBATE ON THE 
CONTROVERSIAL SUBJECT OF 
Monday November 19 @7:30 pm Student Center Auditorium 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
TUESDAY NIGHT LIVE PRESENTS THE CLASSIC ROCK MUSICAL 
TUESDAY NOVEMBER 20 7&9 PM STUDENT ACTIVITIES CENTER 
NOTE: all CAB events are FREE to UCF students, with validated ID, unless otherwise noted. 
OVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIE 
Alt movies are FREE to 
students, and are shown in the 
Student Activities Center 
(WILD PIZZA) 
at 7 & 9 pm unless noted. 
lDQK waois, TALKING 
SUNDAY NOV. 15 
DAD · 
THURSDAY NOV. 18 
MOVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIE 
COMING NOV. 27 
TUESDAY NIGHT LIVE PRESENTS 
SINGER 
RUTH KING 
. SAC 9pm 
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'Let's Make a Deal' picks enthusiaStic players 
by Nick Conte ·. and Davies 
feel the crowd 
Hey you goofballs out there out for poten-
in college land do you want a tial on-air 
· cha,nce at winning some great traders, while 
prizes?Well, get your wackiest Ste~kler lurks 
costume together and head on around the 
down to Disney/MGM Studios. crowd looking 
You may be the next at the contest-
contestant on the all new ants' natural 
"Let's Make a Deal." , reactions. 
The show began in 1963. After sev-· 
Several thousand "Zonks" eral minutes of 
, later, Monty Hall begins his this, they ad-
newest adventure. The show journ into . a 
falls under the growing back room and 
powerhouse of hits by Dick discuss - who 
Clark Productions. The show they like. 
has gotten stranger with age. When they 
Okay, you've got yourself a ·return, you're 
cool outfit. Now what do you either given a 
do? card for the 
STEP ONE You call the-"Let's, tradingfloor or 
Make A Deal" offices at you sit with 
Disney/MGM Studios fo:r the rest of the 
general information. ' great un-
If you rn,eet e~igibility washed in the 
requirements, then you may s · t u d i o 
sigri up for a particular taping audience. 
week. STEP · FOUR 
You must be at least 14 · If you've 
years old to play (with a suryived this 
parent), and you cannot be a long, . you're 
candidate for public office. p r o b a b l y 
2 contestants make a deal for game show fortune behind 'Door 
Number 2' on Dick Clark Productions' 'Let's Make A Deal.' . 
(Yet, I could have sworn I saw pretty excited about your 
Buddy MacKay dressed as chances. 
Cookie Monster.) But first, you're escorted 
STEP TWO On your into a private room for 
tape day, you should debriefing. 
go to the Prod-· I tried with all 
.ucfion lnfor- my heart to 
mation win- charm the 
dow at the .c-ontestant 
main entrance coordinator 
of Disney/ into letting 
MGM Studios. me in, but I 
You will then was stone-
be escorted to the walled. 
studio by one of One can only 
those smiling Disney wonder what kind of 
pages, and corralled into a . dealing w~s done behind Dick 
waiting area: . Clark Doors. 
STEP THREE Just because - After this covert meeting is 
you're dressed like· a carrot over, you're taken to the 
doesn't guarantee you will be bathroom for any last-minute 
the on the "trading floor.." This busin~ss you have before you 
'is the sacred area where the hit the airwaves. 
big bucks are won. But to get A bit of advjce to you: Do not 
there, you must be selected out wear a costume that's too 
of a group of 100 screaming, confining. 
costumed maniacs. - STEP FIVE You've made it! 
The selection · process is You survived the traffic, · the 
carried out by three staff competition, the debri~fing 
writers, and these people are and the bathroom break, and 
slick. They are Michael now it's time to ·hit the big 
Davies, David Steckler and time. . . 
Andrew Golder. They make There is just one ·small 
the final choices. problem-Monty has to pick 
· "We're looking for people · you. The final deCision rests in 
who are enthusiastic on and off the hands of the "Hallmeister." 
air," says Golder. Even if you don't get picked, 
During this process, ,..Golder · Monty may ask you to produce 
Contestants wait to be chosen for ''Let's M~ke A Deal." 
• 
a nut cracker. Before you leave Contestant coordinator 
the house, you should hide all Stacy Kennington works this 
the kitchen utensils you can in · show like a grizzled industry 
your shorts. It's a challenge, veteran. 
but if you're up to it, 1this may I try to shake her up 
be your big chance to -dress numerous times, but my 
weird without getting attempts fail. With the help of 
harassed, and still make a ·Maureen "Mo" Lafaber, this 
bundle of. money. dynamic duo keeps the ship on 
Monty Hall is a a steady course. 
professional. Having seen "We've had a lot of people 
many- 'on-air productions dressed as. raisins and cave 
before, I kept waiting for all people and things like that." · 
·the bloopers. Yet, Monty never "One of the best costumes 
missed a beat. He seems to get I've seen was a woman dressed 
better with age. He does have in a big pink outfit, with a tap 
one heck of a _supporting cast. shoe ·on her head ... 81).e was a 
Besides the talents of ·, piece of gum on a shoe!" Stacy 
Davies, Steckler and Golder, · laughed. 
"Let'sMakeaDeal"handlesits My highlight of the day? 
contestants with grace and 
kindness. see DEAL page 11 
·Knight Rock Top· Five 
for th~ week ending Nov. J2, 1990 -
Alternative 
1. "Shonen Knife" 
Red Cross 
2. "Look Alive" 
Pylon 
3. "A.Forest" (Treemix) _ 
The Cure 
4. "Stone Cold Yesterday" 
The Coniiells 
5. ''The Only One I Know" 
The Charlatans U .K. 
When to listen ... 
Metal 
1. "War Ensemble" 
Slayer 
2. "Banger 18" 
Megadeth 
3. "Lunatic Parade" 
Exodus 
4. "D~ylight Dawning" 
Coup De Grace 
5 . . "Retribution" 
Biohazard 
· ... the Knight Rock Schedule 
Monday-Thursday: Knight Rock is on 1 i p.m. -4 a.m. 
(alternative rock programming) · 
Friday: 11 p.m. to midnight. Nothing but local Florida 
alternative music, and then alternative rock all night 
until 6 a :m. · 
Saturday: Six hours of pure debaucheryI -Midnight fo 6 
a.m. is Midnight Metal ... The WIMP radio DESTROYER!!! 
Sunday: Midnight to 4 a.m ... LD's Industrial Fest- the 
best in industrial music. · 
89.9 FM 
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James Best production set in '30s Depression , 
But "Hell Bent For Good Times~' filled with old-time humor 
'ames Best 
by Terri Francis 
Due to the nature of this 
performance, there will be 
no late seating. 
And they were not kidding. 
I showed up a few minutes 
late and I was denied seating. 
NO EXCEPTIONS. 
Once I did get in (during 
intermission, after Act I), I 
was relieved to s·ee that my 
waiting had not been in vain. 
Set in the deep South, 
during the Depression, 
James Best's "Hell Bent For 
. Playwright James Best, from-"Dukes" to "Good Times." 
89· 750M-No. 5701 
ADORTA 
SMOKER 
Adoption Papers 
1. -------------· will do all that is within my power to 
help you , , not to smoke during the 
Great American Smokeout. On my honor and as my pan of the bargain, I 
promise to do the fo llowing to accomplish our goal: 
• Prn ise you fo r having the will power to give up nicotine fo r a day. 
• Reassu ~e you that there a re sti ll only 2-+ hours in a day . 
• Help you re member yo ur conunitment to not smoke. 
• Bribe you with food , money, and/ or time hare vacat ions. 
• Be there when you need me. 
You,--------, on your pa:t, will make it through the day if you: 
• Hide your cigarette , ashtrays, lighters, and matches. 
• Tell yo ur fr ienrls you have been arlo pted and will 11 0 1 smoke du ring ' , 
the Great America n Smokeour. 
• Ca ll me when you feel you can ' t resis t the desire 10 smoke. 
• Refra in from vis iting smoke-fi Hed rooms. 
• Remember tha t today, you are leaving the prick heh ind . 
l will do what it takes to help-my fr iend leave the pack behind. 
Signed: Date: ___ _ 
l proJTiise not to smoke during the Grea t American Smokeout. 
Signed: Da te: ----~-· 
·I AMERICAN 
WCANCER 
'SOCIETY® 
l".} Dccc~T ,.-u1...-: AT, -r, HE ii- I ilL,. _,.._a~ I I I iii .J 
i·i!.-±~ ~~irJlr..:111 L!!i'uf,1tT;'.i.iiC:. ~~ 1 sS't MM n fH k ""Adflk' ' PW 
ON THURS DA V r NOv. ·;!::·i· QH THE GREEN 
FOR PRI ZE OR~WJNGS ~MO OTHE:R AGTiV i T iES~ 
Good Times" -ts a look at a 
couple of days in the life of 
the Lambert family. It is filled 
with back woods, j okes and 
old-time humor, and was 
apparently written for 
today's audience. 
The matinee audience on 
Sunday didn't seem to miss a 
i oke and seemed to be 
"completely involved with the 
life of this family trying to 
survive on "warmed up 
collard greens." 
John, Ada and 
granddaughter Heather's 
warm appeal made them 
easy friends. 
Like all southern towns, 
Harrison County had its . 
eccentrics. Orville is the 
Lamberts ' young adult 
grandson who, in addition to 
locking Granny in the 
outhouse, amuses himself 
by riding a tricycle w bile 
making motor sounds. 
Then there's the town's 
spiritual leader, "Miss 
Glory." She seems as . 
rapturous as her title, 
though her Bible knowledge 
is lacking somewhat. 
During her sermon in the 
second act she refers to Mary 
.Magdelene as Mary Magna 
Carta. 
The fact t hat this 
production is performed in 
UCf's Black Box Theatre 
adds to the set's 
authenticity. It gives the 
intimate feeling of Theatre in 
the Round. 
The audience is close 
enough t o h ave the 
impression that it is sitting 
on the Larnberts' front porch 
laughing, as Granny is told 
she's "crazy as a ruptured 
June Bug." 
With all the laughing and 
teasing the Lambert family 
does, it's easy to forget that 
this family is living in the 
Depression. 
But we are reminded when 
we see Grandpa sleeping in a 
wheelbarrow cushioned with 
pillows in the middle of the 
day. Or when we see 
Heather's dreams of the day 
when she'll leave the farm 
and "start to live ." 
-The two-hour play 
reminds me of a Sunday 
dinner at . Grandma's. It 
moves slowly and you think 
of other things you could 
have done, but when you 
leave, you're glad you came. 
The play is presented by 
the University of Central 
Florida Theatre at 8 p.m. 
on Nov. 15-17 at The Black 
Box Theater. 
For reservations and 
information, call UCF ext . 
2862 from · 12-2 p.m. 
Monday, Wednesday and 
Friday, and from 3-5 p.m. 
Tuesday and Thursday. 
Tickets may be purchased 
. during . the hours -listed 
above. Seating is limited. 
Our 
haircuts 
go nicely -
with 
cotton, 
denim, 
wool, 
silk, 
arid 
Saturday 
·afternoons. 
, - - - --: - - -"-- - - - - - - - -, 
I $19.95 PERM OR 1, $6.95 HAIRCUT 1 
BODY WAVE I (REGULAR$7.95) 
L=:~i.: :~s::~tA~~y NO APPOINTMENT 
WRAPS SLIGHTLY EXTRA. HAIR NECESSARY 
I CUT NOT INCLUDE> ALL HAIR LENG HTS. I APPT. Rf.COMMl!NDl!D. WALK. I INS SUB.llECTTO AVAILABILITY I I 
GOOD IHROUGH DEC 7 1990 I GOOD IHROUGH DEC. 7, 1990 :-.·· .. - . ! ··~· .. - : Not vahd with - - ~ Not valid with I any other offer. • · any other offer. 
L _ _ _ _ ~th ~s ~up~ _ --~"::"'°:_ •W!h th~s c~~n 
A n h o n e s t h a i r c u t a t a n h o n e s t p r i c e· 
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When considering 
the environment, 
Consider kindness. 
It would be a nice to imagine that the United 
States is a kinder, gentle!nation as a result of George 
Bush and all the other politicians getting together 
and being polite to each other. 
Really, though, do any of us truly believe this sort 
of idyllic reality could happen? To better illustrate 
the illusion, consider last week's voting record on 
environmental issues. 
· Voters across the nation, with a few exceptions, 
basically vetoed any proposal dealing with major 
environmental issues. 
• California is a huge, densely populated state 
with majO-r environmental issues to consider. Upon 
the large, 28 issues ballot, "Big Green" (a plan to ban 
oil development in state waters, phase out pesticides, 
decrease the amount of car emissions and ban chemi-
cals that harm the ozone) was voted down two to one. 
• In Missouri, a "Natural Streams" plan to save 
the Ozarks was rejected. This measure would _have 
. saved the unique and beautiful waterways in the 
Ozark mountains. The plan was defeated by an 
almost three to one margin. 
•Oregon, one of the cleanest states in the nation, 
as well as appearing to be environmentally ahead Of 
the rest of the country, turned down a recycling 
regulation. They also voted for keeping the state 
nuclear power plant. 
•In the Midwest, South Dakota voted down limits 
on mining in-the Black Hills, but approved regulating 
large-scale garbage dumps. 
•In the beauteous state of New York, a $1.97 
, billion environmental bond lost. Governor Mario · 
Cuomo thought this was an important issue and 
campaigned for it. 
• Washington turned down a proposal to force 
land use planning to be implemented. 
• Arizona and Minnesota were magnanimous 
enough to set aside portions of the state lotteries to 
help preserve the environment. 
Many politicians in the past election used the 
emphasis on the environment to get them into office. 
In our very own state of Florida, Lawton Chiles 
said the environment was a big issue and needed to 
be addressed. . 
George Bush, during the last presidential elec-
tions, said that he was for the environment. 
This shows that it is on the minds of the voters, but 
how important is the environment to them? 
Obviously, the voters of this nation didn't take the 
time to consider what is happening to our air and 
water. 
They also must not have reflected upon the im-
provement in their own lives that would happen with 
more areas to enjoy and a better quality of the smog. 
It may be too late to hope the voters in this country 
will realize their votes make a difference. It also may 
be too late to hope the politicians will become honest. 
But as Alexander Pope said, "Hope springs eter-
nal, in the everbeating heart." 
\ 
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Death penalty unreasonable 
For many years ~e ha~e heard our parents, peers 
and role models speak about the importance for us to 
"forgive those who trespass against us." In the politi-
cal network, King George promised us a 'kinder, 
gentler nation.' Where the hell is it, George? 
. -
l•"l\Wtl•IJt This article is a direct response to the execution of 
Wilbert Lee Evans on Oct. 1 7 in Richmond, Va. Economically, it is six times more expensive to go 
through the process of executing a person,. then it is 
to imprison him for 50 years. 
Evans was imprisoned for killing a police officer. 
Most supporters of the death penalty would auto-
matically seek capital punishment for Evans with 
the above information. 
Ethically, the death penalty is a tool of vengeance 
and not of reason or empathy. 
Ho\\'.ever, betweenEvans'imprisonmentofl 981 to 
his execution this year, Wilbert was solely respon-
sible for saving the lives of two prison guards and 
preventing the rape of a nurse during a riot in 1984. 
Politically, it is merely a game which candidates 
use to grease votes from the general public. 
Religiously, it is a question of the validity of any 
religion that is centered on love and yet advocates 
violence in any circumstance. Evans' was percei\~ed as a role model for the other · 
prisoners and as a rehabilitated human being. Yet, 
he was executed on the premise that he was a risk to 
society. 
As it is now, we have lost Wilbert Lee Evans to all 
of the above. Evans probably could have helped other 
prisoners to find kindness in their hearts while en-· 
claved within walls of hate. It is too bad that prison-
ers might find both kindness and hate yield death. · 
Eighty percent of all Americans consider them-
selves to be in favor of the death penalty. Along the 
same line, do these people understand the fallacie,s 
behind capital punishment? 
-Brian Goercke is a senior 
studying English I lit. 
• THE SEARCH FOR SG 
Editor: 
I would like to start by asking 
whose side The Central Florida 
Future is on? One week all I hear 
about is how the Student Govern-
ment is a wretched.bunch of thiev-
ing wombats with flaming finger-
nails. 
The next thing I hear is how 
they are a poor bunch of oppressed 
students with the mean, old, nasty 
administration .trying to take their 
rights away. I AM SICK OF THIS 
SH**! 
Is this not the same Student 
Government that gave them-
selves, a parcy with the funds they 
are supposed to be managing for 
us, the student body? Is this also 
not the same group whose last 37 
presidents _left with $28,000 dol-
lars worth of movie tickets, a 
court order to stay 13 miles away 
from anything that resembles a 
red and blue pizza truck and a 
miraculously negative 12. 7 cumu-
lative grade point average. 
By all means, I think that all 
student senators should be al-
lowed to stay on staff even if their 
GPA's are in negative numbers. 
Wesley_ White 
history 
• MCCOLLUM'S DEFENSE their dreams of freedom and 
Editor: democracy, when peoples of 
~am disappointed with the slop- different background and 
pily researched Nov. 1 editorial idealogies are getting closer than 
written by Jim Bordaro about ever to understand the basic 
Congressman Bill McCollum. human· needs of dignity, 
'l'he reason I feel compelled to coexistence and cooperation. 
respond to Jim's editorial is that I What is going on, and 
have recently dealt with Congress- , what has been going on in the 
man McCollum's .office and have occupied territories for the past 
received nothing, but exemplary forty years is a big crime against 
heTp from his staff. Afriend of mine · humanity and justice, but an even 
recently had immigration prob- bigger crime is the attitude of Mr. 
lems and I requested assistance Hood in treating the tragedy in 
from Congressman McCollum. In Palestine with such misplaced 
response, his staff aggressively humor in his. article on October 25, 
moved to fix the problems, 1990, as if the death twenty one 
Failing to mention Congress- humans can be accepted as just 
man McCollum's vast experience another day occurance. 
as well as the competence of his The last resort action of 
staff was completely uncalled for. closing the schools so the children 
Certainly the legislative details will gro"!V up oblivious of their own 
,Jim discusses are important, but it plight, or destroying homes that 
is equally important to identify house woman, children and 
how well a politician truly works to elders, or confining Palestinians 
help his constituents. to their houses for many days ar a 
time is just as justifiable. 
David Grossman I wonder ifit wuld not be 
computer science easier to give the Palestinians 
their basic human rights which 
• PALESTINIAN RIGHTS 
Editor: 
At a time when many 
nations of our world are realizing 
have been denied for so long. 
Newar Atassi 
. electrical engineering 
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·oR. DeMINUS by Charles Rudd 
Mf\N.1 1 HIS 15 THE TOVC..ll~S T 
PAl?.T OF 13£/Nb A Tf40IM. 
HAVING TO GIVE ONE OF 
YOO({ 5TUDENT5 A FAILINr, 
GRADE. 
T~f LOO~ OF TOTAL LOSS, 
DISMAY, AHO OFTEN 51/EER 
HORP-OP. ON THE/~ FA<ES. 
MAKES YOO WONDER WHY 
ANYONE '/VOUWN'T WANT 
TO Bf A TEACHER/ 
l 0 
UCF deinands that their rigtlts be observed, 
~ . 
Politics is a funny business. It is one of the few responsibility ofintroducing the bill that would have, ==:=~========~=~~=~~ 
A case m pomt is our Student Government Pres1- Lamg's fumblings, the right to proper representa-
,IentJeffrey Laing. Aschiefstudentbodyrepresenta- tion. , 
tive he has failed miserably in the performance of the Even worse, Laing guaranteed the failure of the What is seen instead is the bald-faced and blatant 
tasks of his job. . Student Senate Elections by not assuring a fully blame shifting of a blund.ering braggart blustering 
His fumbling of the Student Senate Elections is an staffed election commission. · This was done by his about sore losers not knowing their proper place on 
'example · of his inability in performing th~ simple belated appointment of individuals to the election the campus, that is, out of sight and out of mind. · .. -
functions demanded by the executive branch of stu- commission. I hav~ news for you Mr. Laing, the United States.of 
dent government. Laing then further c0mpounded his mistakes by America is a: great country because of the fact that we 
~ This past summer, with an uneventful fqur not properly supervising his election commissioners liave sore losers.who do not know when to quit. 
months for the campus, did not seem t.o afford Laing once the election took place. Like wise, the University of Central Florida is best 
enough time to oversee the reapportionment of the The results of his bumbling have been seen in full served by those who demand that their rights be 
Student Senate in a fair and timely manner. by the lack of proper r,epresentation for the entire . preserved. 
~ This is in spite-of the fact that the summer seemed student body, (i.e. the absence of the Student Senate.) His inability to oversee a fair election brands him 
to give Laing enough time to appoint a cabinet which What we have instead are "town meetings" where as an incompe,tent. His blaming of those wronged as 
includes the individual most responsible for the lack Laing plays the role of Santa Claus, giving gifts of the source of the problems labels him as a coward who 
!Pf proper reapportionment, Attornn General Chris money, YOUR MONEY, to all who would ask. can not stand up to the fact th~t he was wrong. 
Vining. One would expect an apology from someone who Taken ~oget'l?.er, this is one politician that needs to 
(Vining, as chairman of the Senate's Elections arid perpetrated such misadventure on the entire student be recalled. 
Appointments Committee, was charged with the body. · · 
" 
.Thanksgiving, a ·time .when We remember . 
·lll•~lil\111 
Thanksgiving is" a time when we 
pause to BUUURP. Excuse me. 
Thanksgiving is a time when we pause 
to remember the courageous sacrifices 
of BUQURP. Whooo. Sorry. We pause 
to remember the courageous sacrifices 
of numerous turkeys, and their ances-
.tral foreturkeys before them, without 
which the American nation would 
weigh about 15 puunds less per Ameri-
can. 
You probably have your own turkey 
recipe, but you have not had turkey 
until you taste it the way I make it. 
People will take one bite of my turkey 
and exclaim: "Aren't you supposed . to 
remove the plastic bag contai~ing tur-
key organs before you put it in the 
··oven?" Not me, pal. Those turkey or-
gans are SCARY. I'm not putting my 
hand inside a dark turkey orifice with 
~hem until I'm sure they are DEAD. So 
I recommend cooking the tar out of the 
turkey, then firing a couple of machine 
bursts into it just in case. We call this 
Turkey Miami Style." 
toenails for traction. This caused our 
small emergency backup dog, Zippy, 
to become confused and think that 
maybe HE had done ·something 
wrong, so when I walked into the liv-
ing room, there was a semi-digested 
turkey carcass being slowly orbited by 
· what appeared to be two hairy, whim-
pering snakes. ·Dogs would make to-
t.ally incompetent criminals'. If you 
could somehow get a group of dogs to 
understand the concept of the . Ken-
nedy assassination, they.would all Im-
mediately confess to it. Whereas you'll 
never see a cat display any kind of 
guilty behi\vior, despite the fact that 
several cats were seen in Dallas on the 
grassy knoll area, not that I wish to 
start rumors. 
Speaking of thawing and dogs and 
the warm glow that we all feel at 
Thanksgiving, it seems appropriate 
here to brin·g up the matter of the 
1,000 frozen radioactive federal dogs 
in California .. I am not making these 
·dogs up. Several alert readers sent me 
an editorial about them that appeared 
Th~g~a~oimportanlFmbe~I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
results you should start thawing your 
in The Fresno Bee (Motto: "Fresno's 
Most Comically Named Newspaper"). 
It seems that in 1958 the fedBral gov-
ernment, which as you know is always 
looking for expensive new ways to 
appear ridiculous, began an experi- · 
ment wherein 1,000 beagles were 
regularly injected· with radiation to turkey about three weeks ago, because 
your modern supeqnarket turkey is frozen to the 
hardness of state-capitol floors. In fact, thanks to ge-
netic engineering, many modern turkeys are actually 
GROWN FROZE:N. Yes. They start out as no head or 
feathers; they also have cooking instructions right on 
their skin. You g9 to a modern turkey farm and all you 
ee are these rock-hard BREASTS running around, 
bouncing off each other like bowling balls. They have 
a public-address system that does their gobbling for 
them. 
So let your turkey thaw out thoroughly, is my 
advice, and then cook it. Or throw it into the garbage. 
We had to do this once with a turkey that had thawed 
out a little TOO much and smelled like a pair of post-
game rugby shorts. An important cuisine tip, which 
has been handed down through generations of fa-
mous European chefs, is: MAKE SURE YOUR DOG 
CANNOT GET YOUR TURKEY OUT OF YOUR 
GARBAGE. We failed to follow this tip, and our large 
main dog, Ernest, found the turkey and ate the whole 
thing, then capped off her elegant dining experience 
by taking maybe 10 steps and throwing up the entire 
turkey in the living room. , _ 
"Whoa!" is the thought that at this point formed 
inside her brain, which is the same model found in, 
broccoli. "Am I ever going to get in trouble for This!" 
So she started walking the way dogs do when they're 
guilty of something, wherein they hunch way down 
on the floor and creep along on the floor and creep 
along on their stomaches, snakelike, using their 
see what happens when you inject beagles regularly 
with radiation. The last beagle died in 1986, and all 
of their bodies, which are radioactive, are being kept 
in frozen storage near Davis, Calif., along with-this 
is still true - 34,000 gallons of radioactive beagle 
waste. 
So far this project has cost $65 million, not includ-
ing disposal, which is expected to cost a lot mote, -
although nobody has figured out how to accomplish it 
yet. My suggestion would be to simply Federal Ex-
press everything to Iraq ("Large cold pack~ge for Mr. 
Hussein!"). But I'm sure the experts wil1 think of 
something better. That's why we have experts: so the 
rest of can just sit around, digesting our turkeys and 
being thankful. · 
ACACIA 
Homecoming was classic, the floa.t the lyp-
sinc, the brothers, the pledges; and sweet-
hearts-it all came together ACACl.A style-
Good job, fellas. Sweethearts, you're beauti-
. ful. Beta Pl,1-week, we're watching. Get with 
Larry for advisecment. Tonight-All-Pro. 
Alpha Tau Omega 
All we can possibly s·ay is THANK YOU! - KO 
you really made this homecoming A ID's best 
ever-we will always remember the late nights 
and the extra effort you all put in -ATn •-s KDI 
Delta Sigma Pi 
Welcome New Brothers: Dean Bernabe, 
Melissa 'Birchmfer, Tracy Cassara, Scott 
Davey, David Firth, Deborah Jones, Lisa 
Langford, Benjamin Lee, Rodney Lattimore, 
Shawn McGuire, Alison Miele, Jennifer 
Moore, Emilia Perez, Ann Radcliff, Julia 
·Stueve, Robert Rodriguez.Paolo Silvestri, 
Barry Wimbish, and Crystal Wood! We are 
proud of youl Wed. meeting Dean Huseman 
will speak. Sunday NIB Picnic at Julia's. 
Crack those books bra's and jam on those 
papers .:\.ill UCF's First and Finest .:\.ill 
Delta Sigs-No Lame-o's here! 
Pi Kappa Alpha 
Zeta's, Thanks for the best week of the 
semester. It couldn't have been anymore fun. 
Fireman's has been changed to Dec. 7. 
Congratulations to the hew officers. :EAE's, 
since you like playing on our fire engine so 
much, why don't you get your own? 
Lambda c;hi Alpha 
Thanks goes out to all the T ri-Delts who made 
Homecoming '90 truly "Untouchable!" A.M.s 
yo're learning experience continues at 9pm 
tonight at the quad. Be ther~! 
Kappa Sigma 
Homecoming was great. Thanx TKE for a 
greatjob. Kl: football team plays 1st game of 
tourney today at 4:15. Let's bring it on home. 
Pledges, just think, maybe next week you will 
be wearing letters. Turn in your grades to J 
Ramsey. Thanx to Missy and Elizabeth for 
your heip last week. Everyone come support 
KE football today. 
Tau Kappa Epsilon 
Great Job on homecoming guys! Flag football 
tour this week so get outthere and support the 
team. Also, volleyball .tonight. Check board 
for the time. TKE for li fe!! 
The Public Relation Club meets in PH104 
today at 2:15 pm. Be there! 
_ JSU Israel Food Festival Sun Nov. 18. Please 
contact ANA at 366-3570 RSVP 
·~ 
Newman Club 
JUST CAN IT, forhungerwasahugesuccess 
this year, thanks to the many organizations 
that participated. A total of 2,507 cans of food 
were collected I 
M/F NS Clean to share 3/2 home off 
Tuskawilla. $250/mo 1st & last 1/3 exp. All 
amenities. 695-0241 
Male roommate wanted. Apartment is across 
from UCF. Rent only $130 a month plus 1/3 
util. Deposit only $130. Move in ASAP. Call 
Dave Mason at 275-1910 
Female only $2202r1i forni UCF 657-2806 
Female roommate to share house with young 
prof. female close to campus. Includes W/D, 
microwave, answering mach., etc ... $2251/3 
util. 365-1457 
Wanted M/F share 4/2 house 1/3 exp. $200 
mo. all amenities move in ASAP 823-9509 
Delta Sig Pledge 
Male roommate needed for 2 bedroom apart-
ment. $21Olmo.+1/2 util. Call or leave mes-
sage at 282-2507. 
Female roommate wanted own Bdr $240+1/ 
3 utilities. Auvers Village on 436Available 12/ . 
01Call679-1217 
F roommate wanted to share brand new 3bdr 
apartment $240 + 1/3 utilities to be available 
on Dec. 28 Call 282-9641 
*Sherwood Forest* 
3/2 and 212 ,available for immediate occu-
pancy. Call OMV Pr0perties Inc. 657-1967. 
-
For leas'e or purchase almost new 3 bedroom 
2 bath Lakefront home in Casselberry. Large 
fenced back yard very private & secluded yet 
close to UCF $750 mo and $500 deposit or 
purchase for $74500. Please call Phil 277-
0246 I 
For rent - 2bd - 2 ba condo Alafaya Tr. near 
Hwy. 50, $550 mo. 239-6336 
Free deposit must-move w/faniily 
Assume lease Dec. J (4 months) $349/ 
mo walk to UCF pools, etc ... You keep deposit 
call Roger Wayson at X32480 
Apt. for rent includes washer/d ryer, drapes 
$440 month ly. Call Sandra 380-9245 
Arbor Woods/ Dean Rd.I UCF area 
2509 Vale Ct. 3br 2ba $600 mo/ $600 dep. 
Avail. lmmed. 830-5308 leave message 
Cambridge Circle 
2bedroom/ 2 1/2bathroom available per 12-1. 
Also exchange possible with 3 bedroom apart-
ment. 658-9250 
Townhouse for rent walk to UCF 
2/2.5 garage washer/dryer 1320 sq. It. $500/ 
mo leasing now 249-2246 
COMPUTER - Apple lie (enhanced), 128K, 
color monitor, serial card, 8 MHz Zip Chip 
accelerator, joystick, manuals, cables. Asking 
$1100 (negot). Call Bob@ 823-4309 
SONY 19" color TV, VCR, and antique wooden 
cabinet-alrin excellent condition. Must sell -
asking $550, call 657-7306 or 629-4884 
2 Bd. Rm. 1 bth. home, CHA approx 3 miles 
from UCF. lg. lot convenient to EW & UB & 
E50. Call own~r 349-1349 $57,500 
Toshiba microwave, Toshiba TV, 
Sharp fax machine UX-350', 
Call 679-1369 
BS Renault Encore AM/FM casette A/C PS PB 
looks good runs good 25-30 MTG $1200 OBO 
Call 366-4421 
83 Honda Accord hatchback, 5 speed, Air, AMI I 
FM cassette deck. Excellent condition $3500 
679-0351 I 
86 Charger Auto PS PB Exe. Cpnd. 4 cyl. 2dr. I 
Burg. color $2495 OBO 249-0357 , 
· 86 Ford Bronco II 4X4 Auto PS PB V6 j 
$6500 or $5000 +trade in car 249-2332 I 
84 Nissan Sentra Wgn-Silver gd. cond, A/C, 
Auto, Must ~ell $1900 862-3296 
Honda Acc. 86 A/C Aut. $1200 273-1021 
Tim Webber catering is NOW HIRING! 
Learn how to BARTEND and make great 
extra$$$$ for CHRISTMAS!!! 
Call 645-2754 
Don't miss this GREAT opportunity! 
LOOKING FOR A JOB? 
1 OO's of full & pan time Jobs 
Call FLA Job Line Open 24hrs. 7days 
1-(900) 234-7770 
Ext. #42 = Restaurant Jobs 
Ext. #43 = Hotel Jobs 
Ext. =44 = Retail Jobs ($2/min) 
Earn $15,000 a year only 20hrs a week 
Ideal for Students Call now 678-6387 
HOME TYPISTS -PC users needed. 
Old Wooden Fishing Lures & Quality Reels. 
Look in Grandpa's Tackle Box! Cash_Paid Call 
Russ Riddle UCF 5072 Home 8?7-7752 
RESUMES-Professional Writing, editing, and 
typesetting services. For details, call Resume 
House's 24 hour information line at 904-371-
6769. 
EXCELLENT WORD PROCESSING 366-
0538. 
WORDMASTERS 277-9600 
One mile from UCF campus. 
All student documents and resumes. Same 
day service available. IBM/AT, WORD 
PERFECT 5.0 IBM letter quality/Laser 
printing. 
Fast * Professional* Accurate · 
Earn $200-400 per week assembling products KCO In: WP & QP $1 .2sf2:50 678-6735 
at home . Call (305) 341-9660 for the details I 
(small fee). · , 
National Marketing firm seeks mature student 
to manage on-campus prdmotions for top 
companies this school year. Fjexible hours 
with earning potential to $2,500 per semester. 
Must be organized, hardworking and money j 
motivated. Call Marcy<;: . at (800) 592-21~1 
TYPING/Word Proc. by 15 yr. legal 
sect. $1.00.tpg. 366-4045 
TERM PAPERS - Professionally 
wordprocessed by GRB Enterprises ' 
.experienced staff. Student Discount 
678-5048 
II 
• 
ASC Typing Service Reports, resumes, pro-
posals, etc. Affordable rates. Pickup & deliv9 
ery. 695-1917 
Need typing done? -Call Debbie 366-6444 
Term Papers, Thesis, Technical 
Papers, Graphics-Letter Quality 
Going North for Thanksgivjng. Leaving Fri. 
Nov 16 returning Nov. 25 Route 95 & 77 to P .. 
& Va Jim 876-1504 (Ans Mach) 
Are you comfortable with who you are? If so, 
lam a23yr. old, 6', 150LB GWM interested in 
meeting someone for fun, friendship andt 
possibly a relationship. Respond to P.O. Box 
678104 Orlando,,FL 32867 
TIM - HAPPY BIRTHDAY! 
LOVE, TERRI 
Brett, You lying Scumbag ! How dare you say 
that I'm cold hearted. you better not be@ the 
SCA tonight at 9pm for Craig Karges because 
if Bobbie and me see you there you'll have to 
face Bobbie! And he's bigger than you! Bar• 
bie 
Hey Rab, Tires aren 't pretty but 
you are! And yes, I enjoyed Fnday night, but 
not as mu sch aS' early Satl!rday morning!! • 
ANNETTE, I guess I turned shy at the wrong 
time. I can't believe I was so foolish last 
weekend (and such a jerk, too). Were I to get 
qnother chance, I wouldn't blow it. I know yo~ 
would like the REAL me. · 
You Know Who 
BRAT, HAPPY B-DAY 
I have a song in my heart, a skip in my step an~ 
PURPLE and GREEN 
in my bed. I LOVE YOU!! Toe-Jam 
• 
.. 
• 
Due to the · Than sgiving Holitlay, 
deadline for HOV. 27 classifieds 
• 
• 
• 
will be at .4 p.m. Mon. ·m·ov. lS • 
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DEAL This is a list of the best 
from page 6 costumes we saw: , 
1.Moses (the Biblical 
character) 
As we were being escorted 
into the park by the friendly 
Toni Pearson, I saw DICK 
CLARK! 
2. Walking Uncle Sam Hat 
3. Space Vixen with 
aluminum foil skirt (my 
personal favorite) 
He walked past us on his 
way into his dressing room. I 
entertained the idea ofbusting 
in there to see ifhe was indeed 
real or just a robot, but better 
judgement prevailed. 
4. Punk Rock Grandma 
5. A black Elvis im-
personator 
I wish all you game show 
hopefuls good luck. It's a real 
jungle out there. 
Jim Ferguson 
Monty asks for, and gets, a contestant's toothbrush. 
CARING FRIENDS 
PREGNANCY COUNSELING 
1771 N. Semoran Blvd. • Orlando, FL 32807 
(Licensed by the State of Florida) 
Free Pregnancy Tests, 
Counseling, 
Adoption, if desired. 
COMPLETELY CONFIDENTIAL 
Donna Littlefi~ld, R.N. (407) 658-1818 
JAPAN! JAPAN! JAPAN!!! 
AEON is seeking enthusiastic professionals to teach 
conversational English In one of our 150 branch 
schools located throughout Japan. A recruitment 
will be conducted in Tampa in late November. 
Positions are salaried with benefits and 
housing assistance. BNBS degree required. 
ESL teaching experience and/or Japanese 
language· preferred, but not mandatory. To 
apply send resume and one-page essay, 
-Why I Want To Live And Work In Japan': 
AEON 
lntercultural Corporation 
9301 Wiishire Blvd. #202 
_Beverly Hills, CA 90210 
(213) 550-0940 
Deadline to apply Tuesday, November 20th 
STUDEN.T 
LEGAL SERVICE·s 
Student Legal Services provides 
students with a·n assistance in se-
lected areas oflaw such as landlord/ 
tenant, consumer, non-criminal ' 
traffic and uncontested dissolu-
tions. You can receive attorney 
consultation and representation 
free of charge to qualified stu-
dents. Call 823-2538 or stop by SC 
210 for more information or an 
appointment. 
Problems With? 
•Landlords? 
• Insurance? 
Need? 
•A Will? 
•Name Change? 
• Contracts? 
•Police? 
..;~·.tlSn-t· 
..;.\ 
0~( • • u neon tested ~· 
' ' 
·/ · 1i. Dissolution? 
:.. 
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How can a 2-hour trip last 7 hours? 
by Josiah Baker - ..,, I was only about 12 miles 
south of Orlando, so I decided 
to take my chances and get as 
close to town as my car would 
take me. 
Car troubles. You know the 
sputtering and clinking you 
can hear in an abused car. In 
some cases it is much worse. 
An engine blowup or a tire 
blowout sometimes result in 
death. 
federation approached me and 
asked me what I wanted. The 
man, even though he had 
drunk a few beers, agreed to 
tow my car. 
My drive north from 
Sarasota in the late afternoon 
of Oct. 29 was ordinary until 
night fell. I usually return 
before it gets dark, but because 
of the "fall back" time change, 
· it got dark an hour earlier. 
, Expecting to see better in 
the Orlando-bound traffic, l 
turned on my headlights. But 
they didn't help much. In fact, 
they barely gave out light. 
It wasn't completely dark so . 
I ignored my dim lights and 
kept driving. 
My amp meter on the side of 
my dash wa~ deep in the 
negative section . I im-
mediately turned off the radio 
to· save juice, even though a ~ 
Guns N' Roses song played on 
the radio. I listened for the 
engine, and a quiet, sputtering 
sound began to develop. 
It was about 6:30, with the 
sky a deep purple, when the 
lights of my car began to flash 
radically and the acceleration 
began to drop off 
automatically. My car slowed 
to about 20 mph. My car quit 
about five seconds later. _ 
I don't know how I managed 
it, but 
somehow I 
The starting price was $35. 
The mileage charge plus a 
couple of tolls came to another 
$20. My phone bill money and 
my gas money were eaten up 
instantly. 
Since there wasn't a service 
station open nearby, the truck 
driver took me back to the 
base, where 
was able to 
dodge a 
speeding 
18-wheeler 
and a 
couple of 
o t h e r 
vehicles 
and stop 
directly 
against the 
roadside 
before my 
car gave 
"I don't know how I 
managed it, but 
somehow I was able to 
dodge a speeding 18-
wheeler and a couple 
of other vehicles ... " 
I could get 
t h e 
alternator 
changed. 
T h e 
mechanic 
there nicely 
told methat 
a new 
alternator 
and labor. 
would run 
about $100. 
I . got -Josiah Baker 
one last. 
groan and halted. 
This was ONLY the fourth 
time my car has died in the last 
two months, so I was kind of 
used to standing at the side of · 
the road and walking to the 
nearest intersection. 
I hadn't bothered to join an 
auto club, . so I knew a long 
walk and a stiff towing bill 
were imminent. Fortunately, 
this time my car stopped only a 
few hundred feet from an 
intersection. 
, As I stood next to the side of 
the road surveying the walk 
ahead of me, a ·pair of flashing 
lights appeared. From my 
traffic experiences, I can tell 
you that most of the time a 
police officer shows up it 
means trouble, fines and 
possible harassment. · 
However, I was able ·to 
convince the state trooper I 
was not a drug runner, and he 
drove me to · the nearest 
telephone about two miles 
away. , 
I saw a tow truck parked 
next to a bar, and I decided to 
locate its driver. I walked into 
the bar. It was a country bar, 
kind of dirty and not very well-
decorated. I ignored the 
several bikers smoking 
marijuana near the entrance. 
I asked the bartender about 
the person who drove the tow 
truck. A hefty man with a thick 
beard who looked like he just 
came from the wrestling 
At the back doo 
Wednesday Nites 
-around the 
cost by 
changing my alternator with 
another one I had in my trunk. 
However, an hour and several 
grease stains later, I realized 
the alternator failure caused a 
battery drainage. 
Ijump-started the car, but it 
died again. I jump-started it , 
again. This time, I made it 20 
feet out of the parking lot when 
it died. The third time it was 
jump-started, the car ran for 
several minutes before it died. 
By this time, it was nearly 11 
p.m. and the weather was 
inconveniently cold. 
The shop had long since 
closed, and it seemed as 
though I would rot there all 
night. 
I managed to locate the 
owner, who was about to leave 
for the night. I asked him what . 
the problem with my car could 
be. He told me it was probably 
the regulator, a device in the 
electrical system. 
We were able to practically 
rewire the entire electrical 
system by about 1 a.m. 
My bank account, along 
with my Christmas fund, 
became instantly ravished. 
The bill came to ·$800, not 
jincluding gas money. I should 
have gotten $14,000 in debt 
with a new reliable import and 
saved all the hassle. · · 
Maybe it was just another 
trip . through car hell? Which 
reminds me, I have to pay my 
insurance in a week. 
1JDu@ [§)@@D Ow & 0\1@[?[Jl)@\1ow@ OUGQ!J@O© w oDDu 
[])c4J c4J ®Du w w ~ & ©@ ll [?® llim [])@ ~D ® w® 
2 for 1 admissi·on w/this ad 
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FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM 
· s 1 000 ~~WEEK 
EARN UP TO $1000 IN ONE WEEK 
FOR YOUR CAMPUS ORGANIZATION. 
THIS PROGRAM WORKS! NO INVESTMENT NEEDED. 
CALL 1-800-322-2464 
There's nothing like Legend and 
Lady Legend! The mosl unique 
college rings ever designed-
onl y available from ArtCarved. 
This popular professional look 
offers more ways lo person-
..-~'>- alize your college ring. 
Don ·1 delay- visit your 
, -_ A11Carvcd represen-
1a1ivc during lhis 
special s ales event 
lo sec Lcgcnd' and 
1he many other 
styles available. 
JI RTC!l RVE D 
NOVEMBER 13TH·16TH 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
_ 1 O:OOam-3 :OOpm 
$15 DEPOSIT REQUIRED 
Apathy apparent on election night 
Only 1 student shows up in campus auditorium to watch elections 
by Nick Conte 
In this corner, wearing the flannel shirt, is 
the challenger Lawton Chiles. In the head 
comer, wearing the tweed suit, is the Florida 
champion Bob Martinez. 
DING! The bell rings. 
answers back. 
Being the only Homo sapien in the room, 
I begin to look for a safe place to hide i:t;l the 
event - chair warfare breaks out. Then 
suddenly, the argument is interrupted by 
the voice of a local 1V anchor bunny. 
On the screen, Bob Martinez is thanking a 
ii, 
" 
11, 
1, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
lot of people for their efforts. 
The fight that promised to be 
a war has turned into a 
laughter. Martinez is out 
cold in the first round. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
It's election night 1990, 
politics are in the air. I rush 
toward the student 
auditorium to join the 
swarming mass of young 
Republicans and Democrats 
who are watching this war. 
I expect a tough fight with 
both men throwing and 
landing shots. As I enter the 
auditorium, sudden 
1, 
1, 
1, 
" 
I 
I 
. I 
I 
. I 
I 
. I 
"I'd like to thank you for 
giving me -the chance to 
serve. We're proud of what · 
we did," he says. 
I• 
' I 
tr. 
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,, 
,, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
The chairs on my left 
cheer. The chairs on my 
right sneer. Moments later, 
the newly crowned Florida 
champ addresses his 
domain. 
"It's not over tonight. We've made ... a lot of 
promises," Chiles says. His running mate 
Buddy MacKay adds, "This time the people 
win." The chairs and I look at each other and 
smirk. We'll all have to wait and see if that is 
true or not. . 
I could finish this tale with a lecture on 
student apathy and politics, but I figure as 
grown-ups you're old enough to decide on 
how to exercise your own political rights. 
What puzzles me is the lavish layout 
Student Government spends on advertising, 
food and ~pace to have myself and 200 chairs 
be the only ones to show up. 
"Martinez is a ninnie," a voice calls. 
Where is everyone else? Probably next 
door in the Wild Pizza watching a comedy 
show by an Oriental man from Tennessee. In 
there, you wouldn't be able to find· a seat. "Oh yeah? Well Chiles is senile," a voice 
-
\ Look for reviews of Madonna's eagerly awaited greatest hits package, "The 
Immaculate Collection," and Universaly Picture's, "Child's Play 2," in this week's 
Confetti. 
Look who's moving intO 
your neighborhood 
We've been caring for you for over three years. Now, we've opened 
a full-service office right nearby to serve you better . 
Opening in November at ~he corner of University Boulevard 
and Technological Avenue, across from Park Care. 
ftJewett . V O~t~opaedic 
&'J)-<fsi.,sttEO \.,, ... \;, Clinic · 
3403 Technological Avenue. Suite 4 
Orlando. Florida 32817 
407-380-8705 
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Don't Start: The New ·Year Without 'Us! ~ .. 
. . 1'.{<\ :: . ' . .. \. ~ 
Get a taste of 
the Black-eyed Pea 
Join our new store opening team! 
All training provided by our top-notch staff. 
Enjoy fun times and good pay. 
Immediate Openings available for: 
Cooks Greeters Bussers 
Waitstaff Cashiers Food Coordinators 
ROUNDBALL 
FROM PAGE 16 
The all-time high for assists 
in a regular season game is 13. 
Phillips would have broken 
that record had the game 
counted on UCF's official rec-
ord. , 
Junior center Ken Leeks led 
all scorers and rebounders in 
the game with 23 points and 11 
rebounds. Leeks also contrib-
uted about five slam dunks, 
including a crowd-pleasing 
LADY SOCCER 
FROM PAGE 16 
where except on the score-
board." 
Barker is trying to make it 
much harder for the polls to 
pass by UCF when setting up 
the rankings to determine 
playoff teams. 
''They will take a tougher 
schedule with less wins in it 
over a schedule that has a bil-
lion wins in it and maybe only 
one or two over good teams," 
Barker said. "Right now, I feel 
we have seven top-20 teams in 
next year's schedule with ·the 
potential to have nine." 
conversion of a rainbow pass 
from Philljps. 
"1 love playing with Kenny," 
Phillips said. "He's known for 
making some crazy and funky 
slams. I just waited for the 
time I could get him the ball in 
that situation." 
The Knights connected on 
9-of-27 three-point goals. Sen-
ior guard Anthony Haynes hit 
5-of-10 from that range. 
- "We don't go out and con-
. ·sciously think of shooting 
three-point shots. They played 
a lot of zone and that opens the 
shot," Dean said. 
Some of the starters from 
this year will not get a shot at 
making the playoffs n,ext year. 
"We lose five seniors and all 
of them started," Barker said. 
"We're definitely going to have 
more freshmen on the field 
next year." 
Among the five women the 
team is losing is Karen Rich-
ter, the starting goalie. "We 
have a solid group coming back 
next year," Barker said. 'We 
are going to be untested at goal 
keeping next year, but it is 
much the same situation that 
Karen Richter was in as a 
sophomore." 
Leslie Suder, the team 
leader in goals with 15, is 
The Knights will need to 
convert on the three-point shot 
if they are to run Dean's of-
fense successfully. Dean said 
the Knights will look for the 
three-point shot off the fast 
break and will look to run this 
season. 
The Ki""lights will face St . 
Petersburg AAU at 7:30 to-
night in the UCF gymnasium. 
That game will be the 
Knights' final of two exhibition 
games before they open up 
their 1990-91 regular season 
schedule in the ·ucF Classic 
Nov. 23-24 . 
graduating, along with three 
others who lead the team in 
scoring. Suder · also had five 
assists. 
"My real concern is our cen-
tral midfield area," Barker 
said. 
Two of the four playei:s who 
joined the Lady Knights in 
1990 were midfielders. 
The problem the UCFmen's 
soccer team has with recruit-
ing is something the Lady 
Knights have less of a diffi-
culty with. 
The Lady Knights have 
been - ranked the past three 
years and continue to be one of 
the top collegiate women's 
teams in Division-I. 
Bartenders Dishwashers 
Apply in person: Monday-Saturday, l()am-7pm 
3150 University (@ 436), Winter Park 
Please bring proof of authorization 
to work plus a picture ID. 
t;he BJac~eyed Peci 
BEFORE YOU CAN FOLLOW 
YOUR" o ·REAMS, YOU'VE GOT 
TO FOLLOW THE RULES. 
RESTAURANT 
An equal opportunity emplo)ler, MIF. 
Men who don't register with Selective Service aren't eligible for federal stu-
dent aid or federal employment. Register at the post office within a month of 
your 18th birthday. It takes five minutes to fill out a simple card. 
Register with Selective Service. It's Quiel<. It's Easy. And It's the Law . 
To the Student Directors· of the 
/ . 
• • • • • Campus Act1vit1es Board:· 
President ....... : ........................... Danielle Czajkowski 
Cinema .... , ........................................... Aa~on Hurley 
·- Cultural Arts ......................... : .................. Kira Green 
Homecoming .................................. Denise Haverkos 
Miss UCF ................. · ...•........... -............... Lisa· Thiel er 
Pop_µlar Entertainment ....... ; ............. Christine Ivanov 
Video Productions ..............•.................. Tom Breslin 
Promotions ...•........................................ Jim .Hobart 
Speakers ................... · .~ .....•.................. ~ .. Scott Miller 
Travel & Recreation ............................... Bill Bramble · 
Volunteer UCF ...... -.................. · ........... Dawn Elbr.echt 
Thanks for all your hard work during Homecoming Wee_k. 
Take a break; you've earned it! 
-~, Sue & 'V'tc, -------.....,,____...------~CAB:::: 
w CAMPUS AcllVITIES BOARD 
.. _;'\. 
14 iii& 5@111!§1 I i8ildM I d:SIJ idSJJi:.SJI IS, 1®~0 
SLIPPERY 
FROM PAGE 16 
Oliver Gauthier. 
The Knights managed only 
a field goal by Franco Grilla 
with freshman Travis Peeples 
at quarterback. The Knights 
went into the final quarter 
losing by a score of 21-17. 
The Knight defense finally 
ignited to take control of the 
Rockets and Ron Johnson was 
reinserted in the game to pull 
out the win. · 
With 4:39 left in the game, 
offensecameoutandrippedon McDowell seemed con-
two plays. The defense's prob- cerned about UCF's chances 
lem was that they were lacka- for postseason play. 
daisical. They thought they "I told the players that it 
· were gonna have a day in the . would take an impressive win 
sun." to impress the pollsters," 
Defensive back Coach McDowell said. 
Randy Romero had a similar "A four- or five-touchd?wn 
diagnosis following the game. game would have doi:e us Just 
"We just weren't ready to a fuzz of good. Certam teams 
play football. The players' need to win nex;t week, like 
minds were on Homecoming Liberty, after we beat them 
and what they were going to do last week, and certain teams 
after the game," Romero said. need to lose." , 
"The amazing thing is that Football Notes: The 
there was so much on the line. Knights rushed for 272 yards 
Slippery Rock just came out against Slippery Rock, setting 
ready to play." a single game record. 
Johnson completed a 21-yard .~-------------------,--.-, 
pass to Beckton on a second 
down. Giacone added 9 yards 
to his 141-yard day for the next 
.first down to keep the drive 
' alive. 
With just 59 seconds left in 
the game, Johnson threw a 27 -
yard touchdown pass to ever-
reliable Sean Beckton, giving 
the Knights a 24-21 lead. 
Slippery Rock refused to 
give in and staged a last-min-
IN TlQl UC6 PLAZA 
ACROSS FBOM UCF 
COMICS 
• 
PAINTBALL 
SUPPLIES 
• 
ROLE .PLAYING 
GAMES 
ute attempt to tie the game on !----•_. .. ~,_ ... .,..., 
two fielc;l goal attempts . by. 
placekicker Pete Banazak. 
However, both kicks fell 
short and UCF escaped with 
the victory. 
''This is not a happy locker 
room because we came close," . ' 
Slippery Rock Coach George 
Mihalik said. "We felt we 
could've won this game." 
Coach Gene McDowell 
Linebacker Rick Hamilton (48) wraps up a Slippery Rock ball pointed to 'overconfidence as a 
reason for UCF's disappoint-
_c_a_r_rie_r_a_s_B_il_I S_t_e_w_a_rt_( 4~3_)_c_lo_s_es_in_o_n_t_h_e _p_la_y_. ______ 
1 
ing play. 
~-------~-------. --.---~ 1 f , .1 "I think complacency is I C 0 R e t t 1 · 1 . what we're talking about 
. . · I here," McDowell said. · "The 
IL Read. it every Thursday in The Central Florida Future .J 
----------------~---
2:10·4:3&-7:30-9:50 
DEATH WARRANT ·R 
2:20-4:2().6:20-8:2().10:20 
ARACHNOPHOBIA-PG13 
2:30-5:0(). 7:30-9:45 
GOODFELLAS·R 
2:30-6:30.9:30 
POSTCARDS FROM THE EDGE·R 
2:30·5:00· 7:15·9:30 
PRESUMED INNOCENT-A 
2:30-5:05· 7:40· 10:10 
PACIFIC HEIGHTS.A 2:30.5:00-7:1 &-9:30 
GHOST-PG·13 1 :55-4:30-7:15-9:45 
MEMPHIS BELLE·PG·13 
2:15-4:30.7:1 &-9:40 
GRAFFITI BRIDGE-PG·13 
2:15-5:00-7:30-10:00 
GRAVE YA'RD SHIFT-A' 
2:30-4 :30, 7:20-9:30 
MEMPHIS BELLE·PG-13 
2:20-5:00· 7:30-9:50 
JACOBS LADDER-A 
2:00-4:30· 7:30· 10:00 
QUIGLEY DOWN UNDER-PG-13 
2:15-5:00· 7:30· 10:00 
SIBLING RIVALRY-PG 
2:10-4:10-6:10·8:10·10:10 
CHILDS PLAY 2· 
2:00-4:00-6:00-8:00-10:00 
•INDICATES PASSES AND SUPER 
TUESDAY SUSPENDED. 
SUPER TUESDAY IS BACK! $3 00 
ALL SEATS - ALL SHOWS • 
ore acs-! 
Declaration of Candidacy for ALL 
candidates must be done by 5:00 pm .. 
on Thursday November 15th in 
Great news! Just in time for the ,. • ing it. And even though we've-
end-of-semester crush, the_ CD added moreMacstoourfam-
Studer:it Government Macin- '. J • 1 ily, there may be times when 
tosh Lab has added 5 more -- there will be a waiting list. So · 
Macintosh workstations to help take our advice: Don't wait 
· Student Government. 
This includes the students that ran-in 
the previous election. 
Petitions for c1U1didates running for the 1 
open Seat in Liberal Studies & 1 Seat in 
Health & Professional Studies must be 
returned to Student Government by 5:00 
pm on Thursday .November 15th. 
New Elections open only to those 
candidates who qualified for the Fall 
1990 Senate Elections. 
For more information call Student Government at 
UCF-2191 or stop by Student Center 155. 
you through your busiest time. • _ too long before introducing 
The not-so-great news is many yourself to the 5 newest mem-
stude nts. will wait until their I I bers of our Mac family! 
paperisalmostduebeforestart- ..... ___ .... 
Coming Tuesday November 13th! 
of-semester Fridays (now open 
until ?pm!) We'll even be open 
The Student Gov't Macintosh and Typing I.ab is located in the Student Center, Rm. 227. 
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· Th.e ability to read is a precious gift. 
· And the gift is one you can give. · 
Volunteer with Literacy Volunteers of America. 
Call 856-4364 for more information. 
* CHRISTIAN DIOR - · OSCAR DE LA RENT A 
MISS V~s FORMAL RENTALS 
Desig~er Dresses 
lUJ©!f ®~l\ll@l®!fil~@c ~ @~ @la®©@l\ll[fi)~ 
NEVER BE SEEN IN THE SAME DRESS TWICE 
221 Fairbanks Ave., Winter Park, FL 644-3731 
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GIACONE 
FROM PAGE 16 
Coach Gene McDowell said. ''That's 
part of the reason I let him do it before 
the game. I tell our players there are 
more important things than football, 
and personal relationships are defi-
nitely at the top of the list." 
Giacone, a senior majoring in mar-
keting, managed another feat no one 
had ever done before as he set a school 
record by rushing for 801 yards in a 
single season. 
Elgin Da~s held the previous mark 
of 786. yards set in 1980-83. In next 
week's game against Texas Southern, a 
1,000-yard mark might be attainable 
for Giacone. · 
"It's been.a goal of mine to shoot fo.r 
1,000, but that is tough," Giacone said. 
Another one of Giacone's records is 
the single-game rushing record. As a 
freshman, he rushed for 1 77 yards 
against West Georgia. 
Giacone is known for being tough. 
He packs a mean punch in his 5-foot-8-
inch, 195-pound frame that runs into 
other opponents with reckless aban-
don. 
"Mark is one of the toughest guys 
that I have ever been around that can 
go for that second effort when they 
run," offensive coordinator Mike · 
Kruczek said. "[Former Pittsburgh 
Steeler running back Rocky] Bleier 
was tough and Mark is right up there," 
Kruczek said. "He doesn't have the 
speed but he is just as tough." 
Giacone said the day was the happi-
est in his life. 
"Definitely the happiest," he said. 
"Libby has been there for me and has 
been supportive all the way .. Football 
has taken up a lot of time and I look 
forward to spending more with her." 
• MAGIC HAPPENINGS Orlando Arena Dec. 18-19 in Dec. 16. Scheduled to appear 
are Katarina Witt, Elizabeth 
Manley, Natalie and Wayne 
Sebold and Scott Hamilton. 
Tickets are $25 and $18.50 -
Regular season tickets are the USA-USSR ·Challenge 
still available for the fo,llowing Series. Both games start at 
upcoming games: Nov. 6 7:30 p.m. 
against Cleveland, Nov. 13 Tickets went on sale at 10 
against Dallas, Nov. 15 a.m. Oct. 20 and cost $20, 
against Utah and Nov. 17 $17.50 and $15. Tickets can be 
against Indiana. purchased at the Arena Box 
Tickets for these games are · Office or at Ticketmaster. To 
$17. Tickets can be purchased· order by phone, call (407) 839-
at the Arena Box Office and 3900. 
through ricketmaster. To or-
der tickets by phone, call ( 407) • SKATE AWAY 
839-3900. The Professional Figure 
Skating Championship will 
• THE CIRCUS COMES 
'The Moscow Circus will be 
at the Orlando Arena Nov. 21-
25. There will be eight per-
formances. 
BERNARD PERRIS YVES ST. LAUREN ANNE LAWRENCE • HOCKEY RETURNS come to the Orlando Arena at 
****************** ******** ** Hockey returns to the 7:30 p.m. Dec. 15v and at 2 p.m. ~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~====================~~ 
Tickets are on sale at the 
Orlando Arena Box Office or at 
TicketMaster locations for 
$17.50, $15, $12.50, $10 and 
$ 7 .50. To order tickets by 
phone, call (407) 839-3900. 
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HERE'S WHY 
THE SMART MONEY AT 
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA 
IS GOING WITH TIAA-CREF 
AS IF THE FUTURE DEPENDED ON IT. 
B ecause it does. Smart investors . know that your future depends on how well your retirement system 
performs. TIAA-CREF has been the 
premier retirement system for people 
in education and research for over 70 
years. We have enabled over 200,000 
people like you to enjoy a comfortable 
retirement. And over 1,000,000 more 
are now planning for the future with 
TIAA-CREF. 
SMART MONEY LOOKS FOR SECURITY, 
GROWTH AND DIVERSITY FOR 
RETIREMENT SAVINGS. 
Secµrity-so the resources are there 
when it is time to retire. Growth-so 
you '11 have enough income for the 
kind of retirement you want. And 
diversity-to help protect you against 
market volatility and to let you benefit 
from several types of investments. 
THAT'S EXACTLY WHAT YOU GET 
WITH TIAA-CREF . 
TIAA offers you the safety of a 
traditional annuity that guarantees 
your principal plus a specified rate of 
interest, and provides for additional 
growth through dividends. CREF's 
variable annuity offers opportunities 
for growth through four different 
investment accounts, each managed 
with the long-term perspective e~sen­
tial to sound retirement planning: 
The CREF Stock Account 
The CREF Money Market Account 
The CREF Bond Market Account 
The CREF Social Choice Account 
CALL 1-800-842-2776 
TO FIND OUT MORE 
Our experienced retirement counselors 
will be happy to answer your questions 
and tell you more about retirement 
annuities from TIAA-CREF. 
Experience. Performance. Strength. 
Your future is protected bY the largest 
private retirement system in the world. 
We have done so well, for so many, for 
so long, that we currently manage 
some $85 billion in assets. 
• 
• • 
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it. sm 
For more complete information, including charges and expenses, call I 800 842-2733, ext 5509 for a 
prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money . 
J 
YOU CAN'T 
LIVE ON 
HOPE: ~ 
You hope this· guy is 
finally the right guy . 
Yo_u hope this time she 
just might be the one. 
And you both hope the 
other one is not infected 
with the AIDS virus. · 
Of course you could 
ask. But your partn~r 
might not know. That's 
because it's possible to 
carry the AIDS virus for 
many years without 
showing anysymptoms. 
The only way to 
prevent getting 
infected is to protect 
yourself. Start using 
AconldDom~s. ~s~hi~mt~· use them. . If he says no, so can you. 
'f you think you 
can't get it you' re 
dead wrong . .-
GIVE BLOOD. 
The life you 
save could be 
your own. 
The American Red Cross. 
. .l.., 
.-
l • 
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Late UCF TD pass grourlds Rockets ' 
by Jamie Johnson 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Amid the excitement of Homecom-
ing festivities Saturday afternoon, 
16,208 pumped-up fans watched the 
UCF football team take the field 
against the Division II Slippery Rock 
Rockets. 
_ The Knights needed an impressive 
victory to gain the attention of the 
Division I-AA pollsters. . 
Yet, rather than impressing the fans · 
and pollsters with a thrilling displa~ of 
offensive brilliance and defensive 
power, .the Knights were forced to stage· 
Giacone 
gives. rock 
then rolls 
by Glenn Carrasquillo 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Saturday was no ordinary day for 
UCF running back Mark Giacone. Af-
ter all, it's not ev:ery day that a guy 
gains more than 100 yards, scores a 
touchdown and asks a gir 1 to marry 
him. 
In a nail-bitirig 24-21 victory over 
the . Slippery Rock Rockets, Giacone 
gained 149 yards on 17 carries, includ-
ing a 37-yard touchdown run. · 
Before ~he game, a homecoming 
crowd ofl 6,208 witnessed Libby Miller 
agree to marry Giaeone. · 
"I wanted to do something different," 
Giacone said. ''That's why I asKed her · 
before the game. I don't think anyone 
has done that before." 
Giacone arranged to propose over 
the scoreboard. After he received an 
answer of yes, Giacone took virtually 
no time in showing his jubilation, as he 
made it into the end zone just 51 sec-
onds into the game. 
"I knew it would pump him up," 
a last-minute comeback to escape with 
a 24-21 victory. 
The game began with an offensive 
blast by the UCF offense that appeared 
to point to a final score somewhere near 
the century mark. 
On the first play from scrimmage, 
wide receiver Sean Beckton took the 
ball on a reverse and darted across the 
field and down the sideline for a 41-
yard gain. 
- Senior tailback Mark Giacone burst 
through the Rocket defense on the next 
play and ran 37 yards for his eightp. 
touchdown of the season. 
''We were pretty confident after that 
.. 
first drive," quarterback Ron Johnson pass. 
said. "We told ourselves all week we Linhart evaded several defenders to 
weren't going to let down and we just get off a pass to wide receiver Herb 
kind of sat back a little bit." Lippincott, who came down with the 
The Rockets struck back, though, catch and then faked his way around 
after an interception of UCF quarter- defensive back Ray Irvin for tlie score. 
back Ron Johnson. Slippery Rock quar- Junior quarterback Rudy Jones re-
terback John Linhart completed a placed Johnson for UCF with 5:26 left 
fourth~doWn pass to tight end Rob in the first half. 
Henne for a 34-yard touchdown play. _ Slippery Rock came out in the sec-
The. Knights c~pped off an 86-yard and half with a powerful running at-
drive with a 4-yard touchdown run by tack. Theteam drove 66 yards down the 
Willie English at the beginning of the field with halfback Scott Opalsky 
second quarter to reclaim the lead. throwing a 23-yard touchdown pass to 
But a second interception by 
Johnson led to a 27-yard touchdown ·see SLIPPERY page 14 
Michllel Pohl1C1:.i~ I hAL t: LUii lUA ru I Ulil: 
see GIACONE page 15 Mark Giacone ( 41) breaks tackles to pick up some of his season-high 141 yar?s against Slippery Ro~k. 
UCF runs pa.~t 
Brazil, 91 ·83 
by Glenn Carrasquillo 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The UCF Running Knights won their first presea-
son basketball game when they defeated a national 
team from Brazil, 91-83, Thursday night in the tJCF 
gymnasium. 
UCF fought a seesaw battle with Brazil, which js 
now 0-3 in exhibition play. The Knights trailed by as 
many as 8 points in the first half but entered halftime -
with a 4 7-44 lead. 
Though they committed 22 turnovers, the Knights 
went on to win in front of 850 fansA " 
"I'm not happy with the way we played, but it is 
nice to get the win," Coach Joe Dean said. "I think we 
can play a lot better than we did tonight. 
"I was encouraged by the play of the freshmen. 
When they get used to playing our system, we should 
do better." · 
The Knights found playing time for four freshmen 
and were led by the all-around play of freshman point 
guard Sinua Phillips, who scored 15 points and 
dished out 13 assists against Brazil's fourth team. 
Pean appare~tly liked what he saw in Phillips' 
first collegiate game. 
"I think I'll be giving him the green light to shoot 
the ball. He has got that kind of ability," Dean said. 
"I tell you, it was a fun game to play in," Phillips 
said. "It was my first game in college, and the crowd 
was up. They got me even mo;re excited than I was 
already.1· 
see ROUNDBALL page13 
Kit Connor (14) follows through after making a pass. The women's 
soccer team fell short of its goal of making_ the playoffs. 
. -
lady Knights 
, end season· 
sho.rt of goal 
by D. Scott Hoilman 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Coming. into the 1990 season, the 
UCF women's. soccer team, like other• 
teams, wanted to make the playoffs. 
Once again, though, it ended up just 
shy of reaching that goal. 
The Lady Knights were 11-1-2 in 
1989 and were denied a playoff spot 
after making the playoffs in 1988. This 
year, their record is 9-4-3. " 
''We expected to do better," UCF 
Coach Bill Barker said. "Everybody 
worked real hard and we had a hard. 
schedule. We knew that goingin but we. 
knew we needed.that to get a bid." 
The team ended its season against 
Massachusetts. The two teams met · 
four times before, each team taking one 
game and tying the other two games. 
Massachusetts was able to. pull it off. 
with a score ofl-0. 
''We were in it [playoffs] right to the 
last game," Barker said. "Unfortu-
nately, we left it down to the last gam~ 
to make the decision." 
The score did not reflect the Lady 
Knights' domination of the game. • 
''We played a very good game," 
Barker said. "We beat them every-
see LADY SOCCER page 13 • 
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